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ABSTRACT
We use a state-of-the-art semi-analytic model to study the size and the specific an-
gular momentum of galaxies. Our model includes a specific treatment for the angular
momentum exchange between different galactic components. Disk scale radii are es-
timated from the angular momentum of the gaseous/stellar disk, while bulge sizes
are estimated assuming energy conservation. The predicted size–mass and angular
momentum–mass relations are in fair agreement with observational measurements in
the local Universe, provided a treatment for gas dissipation during major mergers is
included. Our treatment for disk instability leads to unrealistically small radii of bulges
formed through this channel, and predicts an offset between the size–mass relations of
central and satellite early-type galaxies, that is not observed. The model reproduces the
observed dependence of the size–mass relation on morphology, and predicts a strong
correlation between specific angular momentum and cold gas content. This correlation
is a natural consequence of galaxy evolution: gas-rich galaxies reside in smaller halos,
and form stars gradually until present day, while gas-poor ones reside in massive ha-
los, that formed most of their stars at early epochs, when the angular momentum of
their parent halos is low. The dynamical and structural properties of galaxies can be
strongly affected by a different treatment for stellar feedback, as this would modify
their star formation history. A higher angular momentum for gas accreted through
rapid mode does not affect significantly the properties of massive galaxies today, but
has a more important effect on low-mass galaxies at higher redshift.
Key words: galaxies: formation – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: kinematics and
dynamics
1 INTRODUCTION
The history of a galaxy (and of its components) is deter-
mined by a network of physical processes that drive a com-
plex exchange of mass, energy, metals and angular momen-
tum. In a hierarchical Universe, galaxies are believed to form
from the collapse of baryons in the potential well of Dark
Matter (DM) halos. These acquire their angular momentum
through gravitational tidal torques during the growth of per-
turbations (Peebles 1969; White 1984; Barnes & Efstathiou
1987). Numerical simulations show that the gas and dark
matter within virialized systems have very similar initial an-
gular momentum distributions (in agreement with standard
assumptions, Fall & Efstathiou 1980), although there is a
slight misalignment between their angular momentum vec-
? E-mail: anna.zoldan@inaf.it
tors (van den Bosch et al. 2002, 2003; Sharma & Steinmetz
2005).
As hot gas cools, preserving its angular momentum, a
rotationally supported cold gas disk forms. Star formation
takes place within overdense regions of this cold gas disk,
originating a stellar disk that is assumed to inherit the an-
gular momentum of the cold gas from which it forms. A
spheroidal component (a bulge) can form through galaxy–
galaxy mergers (Barnes & Hernquist 1991; Katz 1992; Hop-
kins et al. 2010), or through dynamical instabilities in disk
galaxies (see Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004, and references
therein). The former channel is believed to originate classi-
cal and kinetically hot spheroids, while the latter is believed
to lead to the formation of the so-called ‘pseudo-bulges’ that
are dynamically cold and have Se´rsic indices, stellar popu-
lations and velocity dispersions intermediate between those
of classical bulges and disks (Andredakis & Sanders 1994;
c© 2017 The Authors
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de Jong 1996; Peletier & Balcells 1996; Carollo et al. 2001;
MacArthur et al. 2003; Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004; Drory
& Fisher 2007). Therefore, the observed structure and dy-
namical properties of galaxies are intimately connected to
the evolution of the gas angular momentum.
Progress on the observational side has recently allowed
a systematic study of the sizes and angular momenta for sta-
tistical samples of galaxies. High resolution imaging in sev-
eral photometric bands became available from e.g. the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) or the Galaxy
And Mass Assembly (GAMA, Driver et al. 2011) project
in the local Universe, and e.g. CANDELS (Grogin et al.
2011) at higher redshift. The advent of Integral Field Spec-
troscopy allowed measurements of spatially resolved proper-
ties for thousands of galaxies, starting with the pioneering
work done with SAURON (Bacon et al. 2001) and culminat-
ing in ongoing projects like CALIFA, SAMI, and MaNGA
(Sa´nchez et al. 2012; Bryant et al. 2015; Bundy et al. 2015).
The first analysis of the size–mass relation based on a
statistical sample of galaxies was carried out by Shen et al.
(2003), using SDSS data. The observed relation exhibits a
large scatter that depends on the morphology of the galax-
ies, with Late Type (LT) galaxies having, on average, larger
characteristic radii than Early Types (ETs) at fixed stellar
mass. Different ET/LT selections lead to similar size–mass
median relations (e.g. Lange et al. 2015, based on GAMA).
Satellite LT galaxies are slightly smaller than centrals, while
the size of ET galaxies does not appear to be significantly
affected by the environment (e.g. Weinmann et al. 2009;
Huertas-Company et al. 2013, both based on SDSS). The
sizes of both LT and ET galaxies tend to decrease with in-
creasing redshift (Ichikawa et al. 2012; van der Wel et al.
2014).
The first attempt to study the relation between the spe-
cific angular momentum (j∗) and galaxy stellar mass (M∗)
was made by Fall (1983), for a small sample of galaxies of
different morphological types. Romanowsky & Fall (2012)
extended the original analysis using different techniques (in-
cluding long slit spectroscopy, integrated stellar light spec-
troscopy, and extended PN kinematics) to extrapolate the
rotational profile of LT and ET galaxies out to large aperture
radii (from ∼ 2 to ∼ 8Reff ). They used these results to for-
mulate an empirical relation to infer the total specific angu-
lar momentum from measurements limited to ∼ 2 half-light
radii, and applied this empirical formula to a larger sam-
ple of galaxies. This study showed that, as for the sizes, the
scatter in the j∗–M∗ relation depends on galaxy morphol-
ogy. Recently, spatially resolved velocity maps have become
available for hundreds of galaxies. Data from the ATLAS3D
project (Cappellari et al. 2011) revealed that ET galaxies
exhibit a complex internal dynamical structure. ET galax-
ies are classified as ‘fast’ or ‘slow’ rotators according to the
importance of the rotational velocity compared to the ve-
locity dispersion, respectively. This classification has been
connected to different galaxy assembly histories: fast rota-
tors originate predominantly from secular evolution, while
slow rotators are associated with recent and numerous ac-
cretion events (Davis et al. 2011; Serra et al. 2014; Davis
& Bureau 2016). Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014) used a
small sample of gas-rich spiral galaxies from THINGS (Wal-
ter et al. 2008), and showed that they lie on a plane in the
3D space described by the specific angular momentum, the
stellar mass, and the bulge over total mass ratio. An esti-
mate of the j∗–M∗ relation for both LT and ET galaxies
has been recently provided by Cortese et al. (2016), based
on SAMI data (Bryant et al. 2015). In the near future, it
will be possible to extend these studies to even larger mass
selected samples of galaxies using e.g. data from MaNGA
(Bundy et al. 2015).
Many theoretical studies have focused on the origin of
both galaxy sizes and their specific angular momenta in a
cosmological context. The analytic framework was laid out
in early studies (Fall & Efstathiou 1980; Dalcanton et al.
1997; Mo et al. 1998), which have provided the basis for
most of the published semi-analytic work on the subject.
First hydrodynamical simulations suffered from excessive
loss of angular momentum, resulting in too compact galax-
ies compared to the observational measurements (Steinmetz
& Navarro 1999; Navarro & Steinmetz 2000). The origin
of this problem was identified in the excessive cooling (and
star formation) during the early phases of galaxy formation,
which was due to a combination of limited numerical resolu-
tion and stellar feedback implementation (Weil et al. 1998;
Eke et al. 2000; Abadi et al. 2003; Governato et al. 2004).
In more recent years, many groups have succeeded in repro-
ducing realistic thin disks supported by rotation (Governato
et al. 2010; Guedes et al. 2011; Danovich et al. 2015; Mu-
rante et al. 2015). Recent studies also focused on the origin
of the specific angular momentum versus stellar mass rela-
tion in simulations (U¨bler et al. 2014; Marinacci et al. 2014;
Teklu et al. 2015; Genel et al. 2015; Zavala et al. 2016; DeFe-
lippis et al. 2017; Soko lowska et al. 2017; Grand et al. 2017).
These groups have shown that strong feedback at high red-
shift is crucial to remove low angular momentum gas and
produce galaxy disks with sizes and rotational properties
comparable to those measured in the local Universe (U¨bler
et al. 2014). Numerical work has also shown that gas dis-
sipation during galaxy–galaxy mergers plays an important
role in determining the sizes and angular momentum of ET
galaxies (Hopkins et al. 2009, 2014; Porter et al. 2014; La-
gos et al. 2018). This has been confirmed by a number of
studies relying on semi-analytic models of galaxy formation
(Shankar et al. 2013; Tonini et al. 2016). Although most
modern models also include a specific treatment for the ex-
change of angular momentum among the different baryonic
components (e.g. Lagos et al. 2009; Guo et al. 2011; Benson
2012; Tonini et al. 2016; Xie et al. 2017), less attention has
been devoted to the specific angular momentum of galaxies
in the semi-analytic framework (dedicated studies have been
published by Lagos et al. 2015 and Stevens et al. 2016).
In this paper, we will use a state-of-the-art semi-analytic
model including prescriptions for angular momentum evolu-
tion, to perform a systematic analysis of both size and spe-
cific angular momentum distributions of galaxies of different
morphological type. The layout of the paper is as follows:
in Section 2, we give details about the semi-analytic model
used in this work, and about the dark matter simulations
employed. In Section 3, we describe the size–mass relation
predicted by our model and different variants considered,
and we compare it to observational measurements both for
LT and ET galaxies. We discuss the stellar specific angular
momenta of our model galaxies in Section 4, while in Sec-
tion 5 we explain the dependence of the predicted relations
on morphology, gas content of model galaxies, and specific
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implementation for gas cooling and stellar feedback. Finally,
in Section 6, we discuss our results and give our conclusions.
2 THE MODEL
In this work, we take advantage of the GAlaxy Evolution
and Assembly (GAEA) semi-analytic model, described in
Hirschmann et al. (2016), as updated in Xie et al. (2017).
This model descends from that originally published in De
Lucia & Blaizot (2007), but many prescriptions have been
updated significantly over the past years. In particular,
GAEA includes a sophisticated treatment for the non in-
stantaneous recycling of gas, metals, and energy (De Lucia
et al. 2014), and a new stellar feedback scheme partly based
on results of hydrodynamical simulations (Hirschmann et al.
2016). In this work, we use the GAEA model updated, as de-
scribed in Xie et al. (2017), to include a specific treatment for
angular momentum exchanges between galactic components,
and prescriptions to partition the cold gas into its molecu-
lar (star forming) and atomic components. Specifically, we
will use the model adopting the Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006)
prescription to estimate the molecular gas fraction, and will
refer to this implementation as X17. In this work, we also
consider several modifications of the standard X17 imple-
mentation, as detailed below. A summary of all alternative
runs considered is provided in Table 1.
Our fiducial model is able to reproduce the observed
evolution of the galaxy stellar mass function up to z ∼ 7
and of the cosmic star formation rate density up to z ∼ 10
(Fontanot et al. 2017). In addition, the model reproduces
the measured correlation between stellar mass/luminosity
and metal content of galaxies in the local Universe, down
to the scale of Milky Way satellites (De Lucia et al.
2014; Hirschmann et al. 2016), and the evolution of the
galaxy mass–gas metallicity relation up to redshift z ∼ 2
(Hirschmann et al. 2016; Xie et al. 2017). The model is,
however, not without problems: in particular, we have shown
that massive galaxies tend to form stars at higher rates than
observed (Hirschmann et al. 2016), and that the model tends
to under-predict the measured level of star formation activ-
ity at high redshift (Xie et al. 2017).
In the following, we provide a brief description of the
Xie et al. (2017) model, focusing only on those prescriptions
that are relevant for this work. For more details, we refer to
the original papers by De Lucia et al. (2014), Hirschmann
et al. (2016), and Xie et al. (2017).
2.1 The cosmological simulation and the merger
tree
The merger trees used in this work are based on the
Millennium Simulation (MRI, Springel et al. 2005), and
on the higher resolution Millennium II Simulation (MRII,
Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). The MRI follows the evolu-
tion of N=21603 particles of mass 8.6 × 108h−1M, in a
box of 500 h−1Mpc comoving on a side. Simulation out-
puts are stored in 64 snapshots, logarithmically spaced
in redshift. The cosmological model adopted is consistent
with WMAP1 data (Spergel et al. 2003), with cosmolog-
ical parameters Ωb = 0.045, Ωm = 0.25, ΩΛ = 0.75,
H0 = 100h Mpc
−1 km s−1, h = 0.73, σ8 = 0.9, and n = 1.
This cosmology is nowadays out-of-date, and more precise
estimates of the cosmological parameters are available from
e.g. the PLANCK collaboration (Planck Collaboration et al.
2014). In particular, the most recent estimates converge to-
wards a lower value of σ8 (= 0.829). As this parameter heav-
ily influences the clustering of cosmic structures, a different
value of σ8 is expected to affect also the evolution of model
galaxies. Previous studies (Wang et al. 2008; Guo et al. 2013)
have shown, however, that model results are qualitatively
similar when run on a simulation with lower σ8, although the
different cosmology requires a slight retuning of the physi-
cal parameters of the model. We do not attempt here to
rescale the cosmology of the MR as done, for example, in
Guo et al. (2013). Based on previous results, we expect that
such modifications would not affect significantly our results.
The halo merger trees used as input for our galaxy for-
mation model are built in different steps. First, halos and
sub-halos are identified for each snapshot. Halos are iden-
tified using a classical Friends-of-Friends algorithm, with a
linking length equal to 0.2 times the mean inter-particle sep-
aration. The SUBFIND algorithm (Springel et al. 2001) is
then used to identify bound substructures in each FoF halo.
As in previous work, we consider as genuine substructures
only those with at least 20 particles, which sets the halo
mass resolution to Mh = 1.7×1010h−1M for the MRI. For
each subhalo at any given snapshot, a unique descendant is
identified at the subsequent snapshot, by tracing a subset
of the most bound particles (Springel et al. 2005). In this
way, each subhalo is automatically linked to all its progen-
itors (at the previous snapshot), i.e. its merger history is
defined. For each halo, a main branch is defined as the one
that follows, at each node of the tree, the progenitor with
the largest integrated mass (De Lucia & Blaizot 2007).
When necessary, to verify the robustness of our results
at masses near the resolution limit of the simulation, we
use the MRII. This corresponds to a simulation box with
size of 100 h−1Mpc on a side (one fifth of the Millennium),
with a particle mass that is 125 times smaller than that
used in the MRI. This lowers the halo mass resolution to
Mh = 1.4 × 108h−1M. The resolution limits of the MRI
and MRII simulations translate in stellar mass limits for the
X17 model of about ∼ 109 M and ∼ 108 M for the MRI
and MRII, respectively (see Fig. 6 of Xie et al. 2017).
2.2 The fiducial semi-analytic model
Our semi-analytic model attaches baryonic components to
each simulated halo, considering their merger histories and
observationally and/or theoretically motivated prescriptions
to model the evolution of the baryons. In this section, we
focus on the processes driving the evolution of galaxy sizes
and angular momenta, i.e. the main subject of this work.
2.2.1 Cooling
When a halo collapses, it is assigned a hot gas component,
and the total baryonic mass in the halo is assumed to be
Mbaryons = fbM200 (fb is the universal baryon fraction, and
M200 is defined as the mass corresponding to an over-density
of 200 times the critical density of the Universe). In our
model, the hot gas is assumed to follow an isothermal distri-
bution and can cool only onto central galaxies. The process is
MNRAS 000, 1–26 (2017)
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Table 1. Summary of the model runs considered in this work. The second column indicates if/when gas dissipation during mergers is
accounted for; the third column lists the proportionality parameter relating the specific angular momentum of the gas accreting in rapid
mode to that of the hot gas halo; the fourth column indicates the adopted feedback scheme.
Name Dissipation Gas accretion Feedback Scheme
X17 No αCA = 1 FIRE
X17allM During all mergers αCA = 1 FIRE
X17MM During major mergers αCA = 1 FIRE
X17CA3 During major mergers αCA = 3 FIRE
X17G11 During major mergers αCA = 1 Guo et al. (2011)
modeled as described in detail in De Lucia et al. (2010), fol-
lowing the original prescriptions outlined in White & Frenk
(1991): a cooling radius is defined as the radius at which
the local cooling time is equal to the halo dynamical time.
Two different cooling regimes are considered, depending on
how the cooling radius compares to the virial radius R200
(the radius corresponding to M200). At high redshift and
for small haloes, the formal cooling radius is much larger
than the virial radius. In this case, the infalling gas is not
expected to reach hydrostatic equilibrium. Gas accretion is
anisotropic (filamentary) and limited by the infall rate. In
this ‘rapid cooling regime’ (or ‘cold accretion mode’), we as-
sume that all the hot gas available cools in one code time
step. When instead the cooling radius is smaller than the
halo virial radius, the hot gas is assumed to reach hydro-
static equilibrium and to cool quasi-statically. In this ‘slow
cooling regime’ (or ‘hot accretion mode’), the cooling rate is
modeled by a simple inflow equation.
In both regimes, we assume that the hot gas transfers
angular momentum to the cold gas disk, proportionally to
the cooled mass, Mcooling. As in previously published mod-
els, the hot halo is assumed to have the same specific angular
momentum as the dark matter halo ~jDM, so that the spe-
cific angular momentum of the cold gas after cooling can be
written as:
~jfcold =
~j0coldM
0
cold + αA~jDMMcooling
M0cold +Mcooling
. (1)
In the above equation, ~jfcold and
~j0cold are the specific angular
momenta of the cold gas after and before gas cooling, M0cold
is the mass of the cold gas disk before cooling, and αA is as-
sumed to be 1 in our fiducial model. Several recent studies
based on hydrodynamical simulations (Stewart et al. 2011;
Pichon et al. 2011; Danovich et al. 2015) have shown that,
contrary to standard assumptions, gas accreted through cold
mode carries a specific angular momentum that is from 2 to
4 times larger than that of the parent DM halo. To quan-
tify the influence of this effect on our model results, we have
carried out an alternative run assuming αA = 3 for gas ac-
creted in the rapid cooling regime. We will refer to this run,
which adopts the same model parameters as the reference
X17 model, as X17CA3 in the following.
2.2.2 Star formation and stellar feedback
Xie et al. (2017) introduced modified prescriptions for the
star formation process, aimed at including an explicit treat-
ment of the atomic-to-molecular gas transition. In our refer-
ence X17 model, the total cold gas reservoir associated with
each galaxy is partitioned into its molecular and atomic com-
ponents employing the Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006) empirical
relation. The star formation rate is then assumed to depend
on the surface density of molecular gas in the disk (Wong &
Blitz 2002; Kennicutt et al. 2007; Leroy et al. 2008).
We assume that the newly formed stars, M∗,new, carry
the angular momentum of the cold gas they originated from.
Therefore, after a star formation episode, the specific angu-
lar momentum of the stellar disk, ~jf∗,disk, can be written as:
~jf∗,disk =
~j0∗,diskM
0
∗,disk +~jcoldM∗,new
M0∗,disk +M∗,new
, (2)
with ~j0∗,disk and M
0
∗,disk representing the specific angular mo-
mentum and stellar mass of the disk before star formation,
and ~jcold the specific angular momentum of the cold gas disk
at the time of star formation. Gas recycled from stars is later
returned to the cold gas, carrying the specific angular mo-
mentum of the stellar disk or, in the case of gas originating
from bulge stars, a zero specific angular momentum1.
Stellar feedback injects energy into the interstellar
medium, reheating part of the cold gas. In our reference X17
run, the reheating is modeled using parametrizations based
on the FIRE hydrodynamical simulations (Hopkins et al.
2014; Muratov et al. 2015). Part of the reheated gas is even-
tually ejected from the parent halo through galactic winds.
The amount of gas ejected is estimated using energy conser-
vation arguments. We assume that reheating and/or ejection
does not affect the specific angular momentum of the cold
gas and that of the hot gas (the latter is always equal to that
of the parent dark matter halo). The ejected gas is stored
in a reservoir, from where it can be re-incorporated onto
the hot gas associated with the parent halo, on a time-scale
that depends on the virial mass of the halo (for a detailed de-
scription of the prescriptions adopted for our fiducial stellar
feedback scheme, see Hirschmann et al. 2016).
Recent numerical work (U¨bler et al. 2014; Genel et al.
2015) has highlighted that gas ejected through galactic
winds can be accelerated, so that a larger angular momen-
tum is transferred to the disk when the gas is re-accreted.
In our model, the ejected gas is not accelerated, but we as-
sume it acquires the same specific angular momentum of
the parent halo (which typically increases with increasing
cosmic time) before being re-incorporated. To quantify how
much our results depend on the feedback scheme adopted, we
1 We note that in Xie et al. (2017), we assumed that gas recycled
from bulge stars also carries the same specific angular momentum
of the stellar disk.
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also consider a different implementation based on the feed-
back scheme used in Guo et al. (2011). For this particular
prescription, we have used the same parameters adopted in
Hirschmann et al. (2016), and have not attempted to re-tune
them. As shown in our previous work, this feedback scheme
does not reproduce, in our GAEA framework, the measured
evolution of the galaxy stellar mass function, and implies
lower ejection rates of gas at high redshift and shorter re-
accretion times with respect to our reference X17 model.
This different re-accretion history is expected to affect sig-
nificantly the star formation history of model galaxies, and
therefore also their sizes and angular momenta. In the fol-
lowing, we refer to the run adopting the Guo et al. (2011)
stellar feedback parametrization as X17G11.
2.2.3 Bulge formation
Mergers and disk instabilities are the two possible channels
that in our model lead to the formation of a bulge. We as-
sume this is a spheroidal component with zero angular mo-
mentum, and supported by velocity dispersion.
We distinguish between two types of mergers, based on
the baryonic (stars+cold gas) mass ratio between the sec-
ondary (less massive) and primary (more massive) merging
galaxies. If the mass ratio is larger than 0.3, we assume we
have a ‘major merger’ event during which both stellar com-
ponents of merging galaxies merge into a single remnant
bulge. In the case of a minor merger (mass ratio less than
0.3), we assume that the stellar disk of the primary is un-
perturbed, and that the stars of the secondary are added to
the primary bulge. During all mergers, the cold gas of the
secondary is added to the cold gas disk of the primary. We
assume that the cold gas is first stripped from the satellite,
and acquires the same specific angular momentum of the
primary dark matter halo, obtaining an equation similar to
that used for cooling (Eq. 1), but with the secondary cold
gas mass instead of Mcooling.
We assume that all mergers trigger a star burst in the
cold gas disk of the remnant, which is modeled following the
‘collisional starburst’ prescription introduced by Somerville
et al. (2001), with coefficients revised using results from Cox
et al. (2008). The amount of new stars formed, M∗,SB , is a
fraction of the cold gas of the progenitors, proportional to
the merger mass ratio.
Disk instability is modeled as described in detail in Cro-
ton et al. (2006, see also De Lucia et al. 2011). The instabil-
ity criterion is based on results by Efstathiou et al. (1982).
When a disk becomes unstable, a fraction of stars δM , neces-
sary to restore the stability, is moved from the central regions
of the disk into the bulge. During a disk instability episode,
we assume that the angular momentum of the stellar disk is
preserved, and thus the specific angular momentum of the
disk can be written as:
jf∗ =
j0∗M
0
∗,disk
M0∗,disk − δM
(3)
with M0∗,disk representing the initial mass of the disk before
the disk instability event.
As discussed in previous work (see Athanassoula 2008;
Benson & Devereux 2010; De Lucia et al. 2011; Fontanot
et al. 2011), our modeling of disk instability is rather sim-
plified: it does not account, for example, for the possibility
that bar formation causes an inflow of gas towards the cen-
tre fuelling a starburst, or for violent early disk instability
(Elmegreen et al. 2008; Ceverino et al. 2015). In addition,
the very same instability criterion adopted has been criti-
cized by e.g. Athanassoula (2008). Improving the modeling
adopted for this physical process is highly needed, but goes
beyond the aims of this work.
2.2.4 The disk radius and bulge size
In our reference model, the radii of the cold gas and stellar
disks are estimated from their specific angular momentum
and rotational velocity. Specifically, the disk scale radius is
expressed as:
Rx =
jx
2Vmax
, (4)
where Rx and jx are the radius and the specific angular
momentum of the x-component (either cold gas or stellar
disk). Vmax is the maximum rotational velocity of the parent
halo.
The bulge is assumed to be a dispersion dominated
spheroid, and its size is estimated from energy conserva-
tion arguments. During mergers of spheroids, the energies
involved are those due to their gravitational potential and
interaction. Assuming no energy dissipation, we can estimate
the energy before the merger as:
Ei = CG
[
(Mp∗ +M
p
∗,SB)
2
Rp
+
(Ms∗ +M
s
∗,SB)
2
Rs
]
+αG
(Mp∗ +M
p
∗,SB)(M
s
∗ +M
s
∗,SB)
Rp +Rs
,
(5)
and after the merger as:
Ef = CG
Mf∗
2
Rf
. (6)
In the first equation, G is the gravitational constant,
Mp∗ +M
p
∗,SB and M
s
∗ +M
s
∗,SB are the total stellar masses of
the primary (p) and the secondary (s) galaxy, respectively.
M∗,SB represents the stars formed during the starburst, and
Rp and Rs are approximations of the half mass radii of the
primary and secondary galaxies (including cold gas). The
latter are obtained from a mass-weighted average of the sizes
of the bulge and disk components. C = 0.5 is a ‘form fac-
tor’, and α = 0.5 is a parameter accounting for the orbital
energy between the spheroids (Cole et al. 2000). In the last
equation, Mf∗ is the stellar mass of the remnant spheroid,
and Rf is its size.
Previous studies have highlighted how this simple treat-
ment leads to unrealistic sizes of galaxies, especially at the
low mass end (Hopkins et al. 2009; Covington et al. 2011;
Porter et al. 2014). This problem arises from the fact that
the model outlined above ignores gas dissipation in bulge
formation through mergers. Using high-resolution hydro-
simulations, Hopkins et al. (2009) proposed a simple formula
to account for gas dissipation, without modifying the energy
conservation equation. The final radius can be simply ‘cor-
rected’ as follows:
rf =
rno diss
1 + fgas/f0
(7)
where rno diss represents the bulge size when dissipation is
MNRAS 000, 1–26 (2017)
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not considered, fgas is the ratio between the gas and the stel-
lar mass involved in the merger (including the stars formed
in the associated star-burst), and f0 is a parameter varying
between 0.25 and 0.30. This formula was calculated using a
set of controlled simulations of binary mergers with mass ra-
tio larger than 1:6, and the strongest effect was found in the
case of disk–disk major mergers (see for example Table 1 in
Porter et al. 2014). Therefore, it is not straightforward to ap-
ply this correction to all mergers. To understand the impact
on our model results, we consider two alternative implemen-
tations: we either assume that gas dissipation affects bulge
size during all mergers (this run is referred to as X17allM
in the following), or we assume that gas dissipation mat-
ters only during major mergers (X17MM). In both runs, we
assume f0 = 0.275. We have not distinguished mergers be-
tween disks from mergers between spheroids (we expect that
mergers between spheroids involve typically a small fraction
of gas). We also tested an alternative implementation for
gas dissipation, which includes a dissipation term in the en-
ergy conservation equation during mergers, as proposed by
Covington et al. (2011). The results obtained using this al-
ternative implementation are qualitatively similar to those
obtained using Eq. 7.
When a disk instability episode occurs, we compute the
radius RδM enclosing the stellar mass moved from the cen-
tral part of the disk to the bulge (this is done assuming a
disk with an exponential surface density). We then use this
radius as the scale-radius of the newly formed spheroidal
component. If a bulge already exists, we merge the newly
formed spheroid with the pre-existing bulge, assuming en-
ergy conservation, as in Eqs. 5 and 6.
3 THE SIZE-MASS RELATION
In this section, we study the size–mass relation for model
galaxies divided into LT and ET galaxies, and compare
model predictions to available observational measurements
in the Local Universe. The results of this comparison are
shown in Fig. 1, for different LT/ET selections (different
panels). Different colors correspond to different galaxy types
(red for ET and blue for LT galaxies), while different line
styles are used for model results based on the MRI (solid)
and on the MRII (dotted lines). The shaded areas indicate
the region between the 16th and 84th percentiles of the dis-
tribution obtained for the MRI, but a similar scatter is found
for the MRII. The sizes shown in the figure correspond to
the projected half-mass radii of model galaxies, namely the
radii enclosing half of the total stellar mass. To estimate
radii for our model galaxies, we assume that all galaxies are
seen face-on, an exponential profile for the stars in the disk,
and a Jaffe profile for bulge stars (see Appendix A).
Observational estimates are shown in Fig. 1 as symbols
with error bars (red and blue are used for ET and LT galax-
ies, respectively). All the estimates shown correspond to half
mass radii, but are based on observations at different wave-
bands, different assumptions about the light distribution,
and different selections for ET and LT galaxies. Shen et al.
(2003, triangles) used SDSS data in the z-band to estimate
Petrosian half-light radii. LT and ET galaxies were classified
according to their concentration, with E/S0 galaxies being
classified as those with concentration larger than c = 2.86.
Huertas-Company et al. (2013, squares) estimated the half-
light radii performing a double component Se´rsic fitting for
all galaxies from the SDSS DR7 spectroscopic sample, and
then selected and studied only ET galaxies taking advan-
tage of a machine learning technique. Lange et al. (2015,
stars) estimated the half-light radii along the major axis of
GAMA galaxies, using single Se´rsic fits. They used elliptical
fits, and showed that these give systematically larger radii at
fixed stellar mass than the circular fits used in previous stud-
ies. They divided LT from ET galaxies using four different
methods: a visual morphology classification, a Se´rsic index
threshold of n = 2.5, a color–color (u − r)–(g − i) division,
a combination of Se´rsic index and (u− r) color. They found
that these different criteria select different galaxy samples,
but the size–mass relations obtained are very similar. In this
work we use their estimates based on the Se´rsic index clas-
sification.
In our comparison, we assume that light distribution
traces the mass distribution, and we do not attempt to re-
produce the ET/LT classification adopted in observational
studies to avoid further assumptions. In Fig. 1, we show
four different LT/ET selections based on the predominance
of the bulge components (in terms of stellar mass) and
star formation activity (which generally correlates with the
amount of cold gas). In the top panels we consider a sim-
ple selection based on the bulge over total stellar mass ra-
tio (B/T ): specifically, we classify as ET galaxies all those
with B/T > 0.5 or B/T > 0.7 in the top-left and top-right
panel, respectively. In the bottom left panel, we show a se-
lection based on the specific Star Formation Rate (sSFR).
The chosen threshold (log10(sSFR [yr
−1]) = −10.66) ap-
proximately separates the two peaks of the sSFR distribu-
tion of our model galaxies (see Fig. 8 in Hirschmann et al.
2016). As we have noted in our previous work and above, the
sSFR distribution predicted by our model does not repro-
duce well the observed distribution. This problem, however,
does not affect the results discussed below qualitatively. Fi-
nally, in the bottom right panel of Fig. 1, we show a selection
that also considers the cold gas fraction of model galaxies,
fcold = Mcold/(Mcold + M∗). Specifically, we select as LT
galaxies those with fcold > 0.15 and B/T < 0.5, and as
ET galaxies those with fcold < 0.15 and B/T > 0.5. With
this selection we are deliberately excluding a relevant num-
ber of galaxies, particularly among high mass gas-poor LT
galaxies. Nevertheless, we believe that this selection is use-
ful to have a point of comparison with the samples of spiral
gas-rich galaxies that are often identified as LT galaxies in
observations.
We expect the MRII to provide a more precise estimate
of the relation in the stellar mass range 109−1010 M, where
the MRI is close to its resolution limit. We find that the
MRII median size for galaxies with stellar mass ∼ 109 M
is about 0.2 dex lower than that based on the MRI, while
predictions based on the two simulations are in good agree-
ment at a stellar mass ∼ 1010 M. At larger stellar masses,
since the MRII simulation volume is smaller than that of the
MRI, predictions based on this simulation are more noisy. In
the following, we will show results from MRII up to a galaxy
stellar mass equal to 1010 M, and results from MRI above
this limit.
The predicted size–mass relation for LT galaxies is in
nice agreement with measurements by Lange et al. (2015),
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Figure 1. The R1/2–M∗ relation for LT and ET galaxies (blue and red lines) for our reference model X17. Solid lines correspond to
results from the MRI, while dashed lines correspond to the MRII. Different panels show different selections for LT and ET galaxies.
Shaded areas show the region between the 16th and 84th percentiles of the MRI distribution; we find a similar scatter for the MRII.
Symbols with error bars correspond to different observational measurements, as indicated in the legend.
independently of the selection adopted. As mentioned above,
this study adopts elliptical fits rather than circularized ones,
and we consider their approach more physical than that
adopted in previous studies. In contrast, for ET galaxies,
the observed size–mass relation is not well reproduced by
any of the selections considered. The two partitions that in-
clude a cut at B/T = 0.5 are in good agreement with data
by Shen et al. (2003) and Huertas-Company et al. (2013) for
galaxy masses larger than M∗ > 1010.5 M. For less massive
galaxies, the model significantly over-predicts galaxy sizes.
The same holds, over the entire stellar mass range shown,
for the other two selections considered. In particular, when
selecting galaxies on the basis of the sSFR or using a cut at
B/T = 0.7, model predictions for ET galaxies are very close
to those obtained for LT galaxies.
This problem has been noted earlier (Hopkins et al.
2009; Covington et al. 2011; Porter et al. 2014), and is due to
the fact that our fiducial model does not include a treatment
for dissipation of energy during gas rich mergers.
In Fig. 2, we show the size–mass relation for the
X17allM (dashed lines) and for the X17MM (solid lines)
runs, which account for dissipation, as in Hopkins et al.
(2009). Predictions from our standard model without dissi-
pation are also shown as a reference (dotted lines). LT galax-
ies are not affected by the inclusion of dissipation, and we do
not show their predicted size–mass relation (and the corre-
sponding data) for clarity. For theB/T = 0.5 andB/T = 0.7
selections, the inclusion of dissipation lowers the relation,
slightly in the case of X17MM and more significantly in the
case of X17allM. At the largest masses, where the X17 model
is in good agreement with data, both runs including gas dis-
sipation, in particular the X17allM run, predict smaller sizes
than the observational estimates. The relation for galaxies
selected on the basis of their sSFR is not affected by the
introduction of a treatment for gas dissipation. This is due
to the fact that many disky galaxies are selected in the pas-
sive ET group, keeping the predicted size–mass relation for
ET galaxies very close to that predicted by LT galaxies. Fi-
nally, the selection including a cut based on fcold results in
a relation similar to the division based on B/T = 0.5. This
is expected, because ET galaxies are typically gas poor. In-
terestingly, dissipation during minor mergers affects signif-
icantly the sizes of high mass galaxies (M∗ > 1010.2 M).
As we will see in Sec. 5, this is due to the fact that these
galaxies have experienced many minor mergers during their
life.
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Figure 2. The R1/2–M∗ relation, as in Fig. 1, but for runs including a treatment for gas dissipation in all mergers or in major mergers
only (dashed and solid lines, respectively). Predictions from our X17 run are shown as dotted lines, as a reference. As LT galaxies are
not affected by the inclusion of gas dissipation, we only show here model predictions and data for ET galaxies.
Since the X17MM run is, among all runs considered
here, the one characterized by the best agreement with ob-
servational measurements when using selections based on
B/T , we will adopt this run as our reference model in the
rest of the paper.
3.1 The size of galactic components
In this section, we analyze the size–mass relation for the
disk and bulge components separately. Fig. 3 shows the half-
mass radii versus stellar mass of disks and bulges from the
X17MM model, considering all the galaxies. We also show
the observed distributions by Lange et al. (2016) as dashed
contours (blue for disks and red for spheroids). The me-
dian size–mass relation predicted for disks by our X17MM
run is in fairly good agreement with observational estimates,
while the bulge median relation is offset about 0.5 dex be-
low the observational estimates in the stellar mass range
M∗ ∈ [109.8 − 1011] M. The scatter is large and there is
a large overlap between data and model predictions, except
at the most massive end, where the model tends to under-
predict bulge sizes significantly.
To better understand the behavior of our model, we
quantify the relative contribution of mergers and disk in-
stabilities to the mass of each bulge. We then divide model
bulges according to the channel that contributed most to
their mass: if at least 50% of the bulge mass formed from
disk instabilities, it is identified as DI bulge, otherwise it is
classified as a merger bulge. The division of bulges into two
classes is motivated by observational results (see Kormendy
& Kennicutt 2004, for a review). Recent work has demon-
strated that, although characterized by different dynamical
properties and radial profiles, these two different bulge fami-
lies have similar sizes, with pseudo-bulges only slightly larger
than classical ones (Gadotti 2009; Lange et al. 2016). The
predicted size–mass relations for DI and merger bulges are
shown in Fig. 3 as green and orange solid lines, respectively
(thick lines are for the median and thin lines for the 16th-
84th percentiles of the distributions). We find that merger
bulges are systematically larger than DI bulges, and that
their median size–mass relation is only slightly flatter than
the observed distribution, especially at high masses. Assum-
ing that all bulges forming primarily through disk instability
are ‘pseudo-bulges’, this result is in stark contrast with ob-
servational measurements. We will come back to this issue
in Sec. 6.2.
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Figure 3. The size–mass relation for the bulge and disk com-
ponents. The x-axis represents the mass of each component. The
thick solid blue and red lines show the median sizes of the stel-
lar disks and of the bulges of model galaxies from our X17MM
run. The shaded areas correspond to the region between the 16th
and 84th percentiles of the distributions. The green and orange
thick dashed-dotted lines show the median relations for merger
and disk instability dominated bulges, respectively (see text for
details). Thin solid lines of the same colors correspond to the
16th-84th percentiles of the distribution. Finally, the dashed con-
tours show the distributions of observational measurements from
Lange et al. (2016), for disks (blue) and spheroids (red).
3.2 Early type central and satellite galaxies
Observational studies suggest that central and satellite ET
galaxies follow the same size–mass relation, at least at the
high mass end (M∗ > 1010.5 M, see for example Huertas-
Company et al. 2013). In Fig. 4, we show the median size–
mass relation for all ET galaxies (solid lines) and ET central
galaxies only (dashed lines) from the reference X17MM run.
LT centrals follow the same relation as all LT galaxies, and
we do not show them for clarity.
The relations found for ET central galaxies are different
from the relations found for all ET galaxies, for all the se-
lections considered, except when using a cut at B/T = 0.7.
In the selections assuming a cut at B/T = 0.5, the size–
mass relations predicted for central galaxies are charac-
terized by a strong ‘dip’ in the stellar mass range M∗ ∈
[1010 − 1010.8] M. This dip is not visible when considering
all ET galaxies. As explained above, model bulges can form
through mergers or disk instabilities, with the latter giving
origin, in our model, to rather small bulges. We have verified
that, when selecting ET galaxies using B/T > 0.7, we se-
lect bulges formed mainly through mergers (from 93 to 100
per cent depending on the stellar mass range considered).
In contrast, selecting ET galaxies with 0.5 < B/T < 0.7,
we find a significant fraction of bulges formed through disk
instability (from 24 to 91 per cent, depending on the mass
range). Therefore, bulges formed through disk instabilities
contribute significantly to the size–mass relation of samples
selected using a B/T = 0.5.
The results shown in Fig. 4 can, at least in part, be
explained by a difference in numbers between centrals and
satellites in the stellar mass range M∗ ∈ [1010− 1010.8] M.
Specifically, we find many more centrals in this mass range
with 0.5 < B/T < 0.7 than with B/T > 0.7. When consider-
ing the entire ET populations, the proportions are inverted,
and we find more galaxies with B/T > 0.7. Therefore, in
this mass range, central galaxies include a larger fraction
of small bulges than the entire ET population. In Sec. 5.2,
we will show, additionally, that the sizes of bulges formed
through disk instabilities are different in central and satellite
galaxies, because disk instability occurs under different con-
ditions in these different galaxy types. As a result, satellites
have disk instability bulges larger than those of centrals by
about ∼ 0.7 dex.
When the B/T > 0.5 selection is combined with the
fcold < 0.15 cut, the dip in the ET central galaxies size–
mass relation is much more pronounced than for the simple
B/T > 0.5 selection. We will show in Sec. 5.3 that gas poor
galaxies and disk instabilities are both more likely to occur
in halos with low specific angular momentum. Therefore, a
selection based on low gas fraction likely correlates with a
higher occurrence of disk instabilities, and thus with small
bulges.
Interestingly, the relation for ET central galaxies se-
lected using a sSFR cut is in quite good agreement with
observational data. The entire population includes many
disky quenched galaxies, but this is not the case for central
galaxies. The reason is in the different distributions of sSFR
for centrals and satellites: all satellite galaxies are around
our threshold, log10(sSFR) = −10.66, while central galax-
ies are distributed to higher values, with a small tail below
the sSFR threshold. Only central galaxies with large stellar
mass (M∗ ∈ [1010.8−1011.5] M) are found in the low sSFR
region. Satellites are mostly quenched with respect to our
threshold because of the assumption of instantaneous hot
gas stripping. Moreover, satellite morphology is generally
preserved after accretion, because mergers between satellites
are rare, and the only channel for bulge formation is disk in-
stability. Thus, star formation and morphology in satellites
are uncorrelated, while a strong correlation is found between
these two galaxy properties for model central galaxies (i.e.
quenched centrals tend to have an ET morphology, and ac-
tive centrals tend to be disk dominated).
3.3 The size–mass relation for X17 modifications
In this section we analyze the size–mass relation for the
model runs with an increased specific angular momentum
of gas during cold accretion (X17CA3), and with a modi-
fied stellar feedback scheme (X17G11). We show the size–
mass relations for these models in Fig. 5, with results from
X17CA3 shown as dashed lines, and X17G11 as dotted lines.
Predictions from the X17MM model are plotted as solid lines
as a reference.
Results from the X17CA3 run are very similar to those
obtained from the X17MM model for stellar masses larger
than M∗ > 1010.5 M. For lower masses, the former model
predicts sizes that are offset high with respect to the X17MM
run, by ∼ 0.1 dex for LT and ∼ 0.2 dex for ET galaxies.
Therefore, the larger specific angular momentum in cold ac-
cretion significantly affects low mass galaxies. We will see
in Sec. 5.4 that, in this mass range, the angular momen-
tum of galaxies (and therefore their size) is determined at
early times (where cold accretion is important), and is not
significantly modified during subsequent evolution.
A different stellar feedback influences the sizes of both
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Figure 4. The R1/2–M∗ relation for ET galaxies from the X17MM model. Predictions for all ET galaxies are shown as solid lines, while
dashed lines show the average sizes of central ET galaxies only. The shaded areas cover the region enclosed by the 16th and the 84th
percentiles of the central galaxies distribution.
ET and LT galaxies, over the entire stellar mass range con-
sidered. Specifically, we find that LT galaxies in the X17G11
run have sizes that are systematically below those from the
X17MM model, by about 0.2 dex. In Sec. 5.4, we will show
explicitly the different evolution of galaxies in these two
runs: the peak of star formation in the X17G11 run occurs
earlier than in X17MM, for both LT and ET galaxies. We
then expect a lower size–mass relation also for ET galaxies.
This is not the case: for selections based on a B/T cut, ET
galaxies have, on average, sizes larger than those predicted
by the X17MM run, by about ∼ 0.2 dex. This is due to the
fact that ET galaxies were subject to a similar number of
mergers in the two runs, but disk instabilities occurred at
earlier times in the X17G11 run. Mergers at late times in-
crease the size of bulges. In the X17MM run, this increase
can be washed out by late disk instabilities, while these are
less frequent in the X17G11 run. We also find that fewer
ET galaxies form mainly through disk instabilities in the
X17G11 run than in the X17MM run.
4 THE SPECIFIC ANGULAR MOMENTUM
The correlation between sizes and masses of our model
galaxies can be interpreted in relation to the angular mo-
mentum treatment. Indeed, as discussed in Sec. 2, disk radii
(both of the stellar and of the gaseous component) are calcu-
lated from their specific angular momenta. Below, we use re-
sults from our model to analyze the relation between specific
angular momentum and stellar mass, and its dependence on
morphology and cold gas fraction.
4.1 Specific angular momentum estimate
To have a fair comparison with observational measurements,
we considered several estimates for the specific angular mo-
mentum of model galaxies. In the following, we briefly de-
scribe the key quantities that we use in the discussion, and
motivate our choices. The interested reader will find a more
detailed description of our approach in Appendix B.
The angular momentum of the stellar component of a
galaxy is the sum of the angular momenta of all stars, each
proportional to the product between the distance from the
center of the galaxy of the star and its velocity. Observations
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Figure 5. The R1/2–M∗ relation, as in Fig. 2, for the X17CA3 (dashed lines) and X17G11 (dotted lines) runs, both including a treatment
for dissipation during major mergers. Predictions from the X17MM model are shown as solid lines, as a reference. In the X17CA3 run,
we assume that gas cooling through cold accretion has a specific angular momentum three times larger than that of the DM halo. In the
X17G11 run, we assume an alternative stellar feedback scheme, based on that presented in Guo et al. (2011).
provide information on the projected stellar luminosity, in-
tegrated in each pixel of the galaxy image. Velocity infor-
mation is inferred through spectroscopy (so these are veloci-
ties along the line of sight), either slit spectroscopy typically
along the major axis of the galaxy, or integral field. In both
cases, measurements are performed out to a limited galactic
radius, usually corresponding to ∼ 1− 2 R1/2.
To compute an estimate of the angular momentum of
our model galaxies, we assume that the stellar mass is di-
rectly proportional to the stellar luminosity. In addition, as
for the estimate of the half-mass radius, we assume an expo-
nential profile for the surface density of the rotationally sup-
ported disk and a Jaffe profile for the bulge. Our bulge com-
ponent is assumed to be dispersion supported, and therefore
has always zero angular momentum by construction.
We show a schematic representation of our typical
model galaxy in Fig. 6. The specific angular momentum of a
galaxy can be obtained integrating the angular momentum
of its components in the 3D space. We refer to this quan-
tity as j3Dtot in the following. Galaxies are, however, observed
in projection. In this case, the integration is performed on
the 2D plane, using the projected mass and the velocity
along the line of sight, as illustrated in the bottom panel of
Fig. 6. We consider two possible 2D integration methods: the
first method consists in integrating the angular momentum
along a slit on the major axis of the galaxy. In the second
method, the integration is performed considering the entire
projected galaxy, in an attempt to mimic observational mea-
surements based on integral field spectroscopy. We refer to
these two estimates as j2Dslit and j
2D
tot , respectively, both eval-
uated on model galaxies projected edge-on. We find that our
estimates start to converge when integrating out to ∼ 2 R1/2
(see Appendix B). In the following, when we compare our
model predictions to observational measurements, we will
adopt an integration radius similar to that of the observa-
tional samples considered. We also consider, for LT galax-
ies only, an estimate based on the empirical formula devel-
oped by Romanowsky & Fall (2012). jRF estimates the total
specific angular momentum of disk+bulge galaxies starting
from their effective radius, Se´rsic index, rotational velocity
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Figure 6. A schematic representation of the method adopted to
calculate the 3D (top) and 2D (bottom) estimates of the angular
momentum for model galaxies. See text for details.
at 2R1/2 and B/T . Finally, we refer to the direct model
output, corrected for B/T , as jSAMtot = j
SAM
disk (1−B/T ).
In the following, we will show model predictions as a
shaded area. Specifically, we will show the area between the
specific angular momentum calculated using a full 3D inte-
gration (j3Dtot ), and that obtained using the empirical formula
by Romanowsky & Fall (2012, jRF ) for LT galaxies. Typi-
cally, inclination can be easily estimated in LT galaxies, thus
j∗ is integrated using de-projected quantities. In the case of
ET galaxies, inclination is rather difficult to measure, and
the empirical formula does not hold. For these galaxies, we
will show the area between the two alternative 2D estimates:
j2Dslit gives an upper limit to the estimated angular momen-
tum, while j2Dtot gives a lower limit. Both these measures give
a lower limit for the expected relation, as our model does not
include bulge rotation.
4.2 Comparison with observations
The specific angular momentum of the disk, jdisk, is much
easier to estimate observationally than that of the bulge
component. In particular, this is straightforward when the
rotational velocity profile of the disk is inferred from the
cold gas component. Selecting model galaxies with a cold gas
fraction similar to that of the observational samples, we find
a good agreement between the predicted median jdisk–M∗
relation and recent observational estimates (see Appendix C
for more details). In the following, we focus on the specific
angular momenta predicted for the entire stellar component.
Fig. 7 shows the predicted j∗–M∗ relation compared
with three different observational samples. Predictions from
the X17MM model are shown as shaded areas, enclosing the
region of the plane between j3Dtot and j
RF for LT galaxies
(blue), and between j2Dslit and j
2D
tot for ET galaxies (red). Thin
solid lines of the same colors represent the scatter (16th-
84th percentiles) of the distributions. We only show predic-
tions obtained using a B/T = 0.5 cut to distinguish between
ET and LT galaxies, as different selections give qualitatively
similar results. In both panels, the dashed black lines repre-
sent the theoretical expectation for the slope of the specific
angular momentum versus mass relation, obtained assuming
the specific angular momenta of the halo and the baryons
are coupled until halo collapse (j ∝ M2/3, Mo et al. 1998).
In the left panel, we show the observational measurements
by Romanowsky & Fall (2012), corrected for a variable light-
to-mass ratio as in Fall & Romanowsky (2013, symbols as in
the legend), and those by Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014,
stars). Romanowsky & Fall (2012) collected a sample of
galaxies of different morphology, with rotational velocities
measured using different techniques. The specific angular
momentum was estimated using a direct integration along
the galaxy major axis for a sub-sample of the galaxies (out
to ∼ 8Reff ), and an empirical formula for the rest of the
galaxies (for more details see Appendix B). Estimates by
Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014) are based on 16 gas-rich
spiral galaxies from the THINGS survey (Leroy et al. 2008),
and on HI spatially resolved velocity distribution. The inte-
gration of the specific angular momentum was carried out
assuming circular annuli and out to ∼ 10R1/2. In this panel,
we show model specific angular momenta for LT galaxies es-
timated out to 7R1/2, assuming that, at this distance, j∗ is
converging to its total value. For ET galaxies, we perform an
integration out to 2R1/2, to mimic the observational limits.
In the right panel, we show the observational estimates by
Cortese et al. (2016). This work is based on galaxies from the
SAMI survey (dotted lines), divided according to their mor-
phological type: Sbc (dark blue), S0/Sa-Sb (cyan), E/S0-S0
(pink) and E (red) galaxies. In this case, the specific angular
momentum integration was performed in circular annuli out
to ∼ 1R1/2. For clarity, we show the fits to the measured re-
lations, instead of the individual data points. In this panel,
the model specific angular momenta are estimated out to
1R1/2, to have a fair comparison with the SAMI sample.
The shaded area for LT galaxies is delimited by j3Dtot and
j2Dtot , because at 1R1/2 there is not enough information to
calculate jRF .
We find that the model LT and ET galaxies follow par-
allel relations, with a slope similar to that measured by
Fall & Romanowsky (2013) and Obreschkow & Glazebrook
(2014), and only slightly lower than theoretical expectations
(j ∝ M1/2 compared to the predicted j ∝ M2/3). The spe-
cific angular momentum of model galaxies is lower than that
estimated from these samples, slightly in the case of LT, by
∼ 0.4 dex for ET galaxies. Comparing model predictions to
SAMI galaxies, we find that model predictions are slightly
below observational measurements for ET galaxies, and ex-
hibit a shallower relation with respect to observational data
for LT galaxies. As explained in Sec. 4.1, model estimates do
not account for rotating bulges that would raise the median
relation found for ET model galaxies. This is shown explic-
itly in Appendix B, where we evaluate j∗ assuming that
model bulges are all rotating following empirical relations.
Using this simple assumption, the median j∗–M∗ relation is
shifted up by several tenth of dex with respect to the non ro-
tating bulge case. On the other hand, observed ET galaxies
by Fall & Romanowsky (2013) were selected to have a mea-
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Figure 7. The j∗–M∗ relation for LT and ET galaxies from the X17MM model (blue and red shaded areas, determined as described
in Sec. 4.1), compared to observational data (symbols). The thin solid lines correspond to the 16th-84th percentiles of the distributions,
whereas shaded areas represent the regions covered by different estimates of j∗ (see text for details). The radial apertures used to integrate
j∗ in the two panels are different, and are chosen to mimic the observational data (more details in the text). The LT/ET selection used
here assumes a threshold of B/T = 0.5. In the left panel, we show the observational measurements by Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014,
stars) and by Fall & Romanowsky (2013, other symbols), color-coded according to galaxy morphology: spirals (cyan), ellipticals (red)
and lenticulars (orange). In the right panel, we show the median fits obtained for SAMI galaxies by Cortese et al. (2016, dotted lines).
Different colors correspond to different galaxy morphologies, as indicated in the legend. We show as a reference the expected slope for
DM halos (j ∝M2/3) as dashed black lines.
sured rotational velocity profile. Therefore, they represent
a sample biased towards fast rotators, and likely have a j∗
slightly higher than average elliptical galaxies. Slow rotators
are a small but significant fraction of the observed ET galaxy
population, but in our model they represent the entire ET
galaxy sample. This is unrealistic, and we should interpret
our model results for ET galaxies as a lower limit. SAMI ET
galaxies include both fast and slow rotators, and our model
predictions are closer to the median relation measured for
this sample.
In the case of LT galaxies, Fall & Romanowsky (2013)
and Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014) used samples that
include classical, gas-rich, spiral galaxies. Our selection of
model LT galaxies based on B/T includes both classical
spirals and lenticulars with subdominant bulges. Therefore,
compared to our model, observational samples appear biased
towards gas-rich galaxies. In our model, the cold gas frac-
tion fcold = Mcold/(Mcold + M∗) strongly correlates with
j∗, as shown in Fig. 8. In this figure, we show the distribu-
tion of model galaxies in the jSAMtot –M∗ plane, color-coded
by the median fcold in each pixel. We choose j
SAM
tot as a
j∗ estimator, in order to have a comparable quantity for
LT and ET galaxies. This quantity is not directly compa-
rable to the shaded areas shown in Fig. 7, but results do
not change qualitatively. Left and right panels show the dis-
tributions of LT and ET galaxies, respectively. As above,
we have used a simple B/T = 0.5 cut to separate different
galaxy types, and we have used a different color scale for
the two panels, to highlight the trends as a function of the
gas fractions. Gas rich galaxies have larger specific angular
momenta than gas poor galaxies of the same stellar mass.
The relation with stellar mass is somewhat steeper for gas
rich galaxies, and the slope in better agreement with the-
oretical expectations (j ∝ M2/3). If we select LT galaxies
with fcold > 0.3 and B/T < 0.5, the predicted median j∗–
M∗ relation shifts up by ∼ 0.3 dex. The correlation between
j∗ and fcold is strong for B/T < 0.4. For B/T values in the
range 0.4 < B/T < 0.7, the correlation is not as clear, and
there are gas-poor galaxies with quite high values of j∗. For
B/T > 0.7, the correlation is again strong. This effect is ev-
ident in the right panel of Fig. 8, where the relation for ET
galaxies exhibits a dependence on the cold gas fraction less
pronounced than for LT galaxies, in particular at intermedi-
ate to high stellar masses. This behavior can be ascribed to
the presence of galaxies dominated by bulges formed mainly
through disk instabilities. These galaxies retain, on average,
less gas than galaxies with bulges formed mainly through
mergers, at fixed stellar mass and j∗. As we will show in
detail in Sec. 5.2, disk instabilities can form massive bulges
only through a series of subsequent star formation and disk
instability episodes. Recurring star formation depletes the
cold gas available in the disk, washing out the correlation
between the cold gas content and the specific angular mo-
mentum.
Estimates of the angular momentum of LT galaxies
based on SAMI (blue dotted lines in the right panel of Fig. 7)
appear to follow a steeper relation than our model predic-
tions, and than previous observational estimates. As noted
in Cortese et al. (2016) their best fits are still consistent with
the expected 2/3 slope. In addition, their measurements are
based on apertures smaller (∼ 1R1/2) than those used in
Fall & Romanowsky (2013). For a sub-sample of their galax-
ies, they were able to measure the specific angular momen-
tum out to ∼ 2R1/2, obtaining a higher normalization and
a better agreement with Fall & Romanowsky (2013). When
changing the aperture radius, we find that the normaliza-
tion of the j∗–stellar mass relation changes, but the slope is
unaffected, as can be noted comparing the two panels (see
also Appendix B).
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Figure 8. The jSAMtot –M∗ relation for X17MM galaxies, color coded by the median cold gas fraction (fcold) in each pixel. The left panel
corresponds to LT galaxies (B/T < 0.5), the right to ET galaxies (B/T > 0.5). A different color scale has been used in the two panels.
Model jSAMtot values shown here correspond to the model output disk specific angular momentum, weighted for the bulge contribution.
We also show, as dashed black lines, the theoretical expectation for the slope of the relation (j ∝M2/3).
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Figure 9. The j∗–M∗ relation for LT and ET galaxies (blue and
red colors), evaluated for galaxies from the X17MM run (shaded
areas), the X17CA3 run (hatched areas), and the X17G11 run
(areas with circles). The areas are determined as described in
Sec. 4.1. All models include dissipation during major mergers.
LT and ET galaxies were selected using the B/T = 0.5 threshold.
4.3 Specific angular momentum in X17CA3 and
X17G11
We show in Fig. 9 the j∗–M∗ relation for two modified
versions of our model: one assuming a larger angular mo-
mentum for gas accreted during the rapid cooling regime
(X17CA3, hatched areas), and one with a stellar feedback
scheme based on that used in Guo et al. (2011) (X17G11,
areas with circles). Galaxies are classified as LT and ET us-
ing a B/T = 0.5 cut. We show also results from the X17MM
model as a reference (shaded areas). The areas are deter-
mined as described in Sec. 4.1. The model stellar specific
angular momenta are obtained integrating j∗ out to 2 R1/2,
as a compromise between convergence and limited radii typ-
ically available in observational studies.
The separation between LT and ET galaxies is evident
in all the three models considered here. The X17CA3 run
returns predictions that are almost identical to the X17MM
run for massive galaxies (M∗ > 1010.5 M), while at low
masses the former model predicts higher values of j∗ with
respect to our reference run. Therefore, low mass galaxies
are more affected by the higher angular momentum acquired
during cold accretion, while for high mass galaxies this accre-
tion mode is less important in determining the final value
of j∗. We reached similar conclusions when analyzing the
R1/2–M∗ relation.
LT galaxies in the X17G11 run have a lower median j∗
with respect to X17MM, over the entire mass range consid-
ered. We interpret this result as due to the different stellar
feedback scheme, which causes most of the stars to form ear-
lier than in our reference model. As the angular momentum
is lower at earlier cosmic epochs, this leads to a lower nor-
malization of the j∗–M∗ relation. For ET galaxies, X17G11
returns predictions consistent with those from X17MM, for
M∗ > 1010.5 M. At lower masses, the angular momentum
predicted by the modified feedback model is systematically
larger than that obtained using our fiducial X17MM run,
by ∼ 0.2 dex. In Sec. 3.3, we have seen that ET galaxies
in the X17G11 run have, on average, larger sizes that their
counterparts of the X17MM run. The specific angular mo-
mentum integration is influenced by the larger size of the
bulges, which translates into larger values of j∗.
5 EVOLUTION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM
AND DEPENDENCE ON OTHER
GALACTIC PROPERTIES
In the previous section, we have demonstrated that the scat-
ter in the j∗–M∗ relation correlates both with galaxy mor-
phology and with gas fraction. Below, we analyze in detail
the evolutionary processes driving these correlations.
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5.1 Bulge formation channels and size–mass
relation
In this Section, we briefly describe the different origin of LT
and ET galaxies in our model. This subject has been dis-
cussed, for previous versions of our model, in several studies
(Fontanot et al. 2011; De Lucia et al. 2011, 2012; Wilman
et al. 2013). Since the basic statistics are qualitatively the
same, we will focus our analysis on those aspects that are
useful to interpret the original results discussed in this pa-
per.
Our model bulge can grow through mergers and disk
instabilities. We have evaluated the relative importance of
these two channels for galaxies in the X17MM model, in bins
of stellar mass and B/T . We have excluded satellite galaxies
from this analysis but most results discussed below remain
qualitatively the same when including them, except when
otherwise stated.
Table 2 lists the fraction of central galaxies that have
experienced, from z = 1 to the present day: (i) no rele-
vant disk instability event (no DI, with relevant we mean an
episode characterized by δM∗/M∗,disk > 0.1, where δM∗
is the fraction of stellar disk that is transferred to the
bulge to restore stability); (ii) no major merger (no MM,
Msat/Mcen > 0.3); (iii) no minor merger (no mM) with a
mass ratio 0.1 < Msat/Mcen < 0.3). The table shows that a
significant fraction of galaxies did not experience any minor
merger since z = 1. This suggests that minor mergers are
not the main channel for the formation of bulges in these
galaxies. Major mergers are more likely to occur in galaxies
with B/T > 0.7, or in low mass galaxies with B/T > 0.5.
Disk instabilities are very frequent in the intermediate B/T
bin, in particular at intermediate and high stellar masses.
Fig. 10 shows the median evolution of some selected
properties as a function of lookback time. In this figure,
central galaxies are divided according to their final stel-
lar mass, as in the table. Different line-styles correspond
to different stellar mass bins as indicated in the legend,
while different columns correspond to different B/T bins.
The figure shows that the bulges of low mass galaxies are
formed mainly through major mergers, which translates into
an abrupt increase of the B/T value following the merger
events. Low-mass LT and ET galaxies reside in halos of sim-
ilar mass, with halos of ET galaxies only slightly less mas-
sive than those hosting LT galaxies (MLT200 ∼ 1011.4 M and
MET200 ∼ 1011.1 M at redshift 0). On average, halos host-
ing ET galaxies in this stellar mass bin formed later than
those hosting LT galaxies: the former accrete half of their
final mass 9 Gyrs ago, the latter 10 Gyrs ago. These small
differences suggest that ET and LT galaxies in this mass bin
belong to the same ‘halo population’, and that the differen-
tiation occurs because of the occurrence of major mergers
for ET galaxies.
For the intermediate and large stellar mass galaxies
(M∗ ∈ [1010.2; 1011.5]M), we find more significant dif-
ferences between the parent halos of different types. For
galaxies with B/T < 0.7, the median parent halo masses
at z = 0 are M int200 ∼ 1011.7M and Mhigh200 ∼ 1012.3M
for intermediate and high stellar mass bin, respectively. For
B/T > 0.7, the numbers become M int200 ∼ 1012M and
Mhigh200 ∼ 1012.8M. Therefore, the B/T = 0.7 threshold
separates two different galaxy populations: one formed in
relatively small halos and the other one formed in more mas-
sive halos, that likely experience more merger events. Inter-
mediate and massive galaxies with B/T > 0.7 form most of
their bulge mass through mergers: the fraction of galaxies
that did not experience any merger in this B/T range varies
between 3 and 7 per cent, depending on the stellar mass
bin. Intermediate and massive galaxies with B/T < 0.7, in
contrast, form their bulge mainly through disk instability.
In this case, the probability of building a relevant bulge de-
pends on the specific history of the galaxy and of its halo.
The main difference between galaxies with B/T < 0.5 and
those with 0.5 < B/T < 0.7 is in the specific angular mo-
mentum of their halos, jh. Galaxies with a more prominent
bulge have a smaller jh for most of their history. The small
jh is transferred to the cold gas disk through cooling, and
then to the stellar disk through star formation. Stellar disks
in galaxies with 0.5 < B/T < 0.7 are thus smaller than
those associated with B/T < 0.5 galaxies. This affects the
stability of the disk: at fixed stellar mass, halos with smaller
jh have a higher probability to undergo a disk instability
episode. We further discuss the origin and evolution of disk
instabilities in the next section.
5.2 Disk instability in central and satellite
galaxies
In the previous sections, we have found that the contribution
of disk instability to bulge growth is significant for galaxies
with 0.5 < B/T < 0.7 and M∗ ∈ [1010.2; 1010.8] M. Fig. 10
and Table 2 show that the contribution of this bulge forma-
tion channel is important also for massive central galaxies
with intermediate morphology (0.5 < B/T < 0.7). As we
have seen earlier, the relevance of the disk instability chan-
nel reflects in the size–mass relation (because DI bulges are
smaller than merger bulges). The effect is more important
at intermediate masses because in this mass bin galaxies
with 0.5 < B/T < 0.7 are more numerous than those with
B/T > 0.7.
In Sec. 3.2, we have shown that, for intermediate mass
ET galaxies, centrals selected using a B/T = 0.5 threshold
have on average a smaller half-mass radius than the over-
all population of ET galaxies. This is in part due to the
fact that bulges of central galaxies have a slightly larger
contribution from disk instability with respect to those of
the overall population (∼ 50% in centrals and ∼ 46% in all
galaxies). Furthermore, bulges and disks in central galax-
ies that underwent disk instabilities have smaller sizes (by
∼ 0.7 dex) than those formed in satellites of the same mass
and B/T . Below, we discuss the origin of these differences
in more detail.
Fig. 11 shows the evolution as a function of lookback
time of the specific angular momentum of the gaseous disks
(top panels) and of the stellar disks (bottom panels) for a
central (left panels) and a satellite galaxy (right panels).
These test galaxies have been selected within 1010.2 < M∗ <
1010.8 M and 0.5 < B/T < 0.7, and are representative of
the whole sample. Each segment shows a variation of specific
angular momentum due to a specific physical process (differ-
ent colors correspond to different processes, as indicated in
the legend). Let us focus first on the evolution of the central
galaxy (left panels). At early times (tlookback > 10 Gyr), the
specific angular momentum of the gaseous disk grows due
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Table 2. Fraction of central galaxies that did not experience a relevant disk instability episode (no DI), a major merger (no MM), or
a minor merger (no mM), from z = 1 to the present day. Different rows correspond to different stellar mass bins. A further selection is
made according to galaxy morphology: B/T < 0.5 (first column), 0.5 < B/T < 0.7 (second column) and B/T > 0.7 (third column).
B/T < 0.5 0.5 < B/T < 0.7 B/T > 0.7
M∗ [M] ∈ no DI no MM no mM no DI no MM no mM no DI no MM no mM
[109.6; 1010.2] 0.97 0.99 0.88 0.76 0.30 0.85 0.98 0.03 0.81
[1010.2; 1010.8] 0.94 0.99 0.92 0.12 0.90 0.97 0.90 0.09 0.90
[1010.8; 1011.5] 0.95 1. 0.82 0.29 0.97 0.88 0.96 0.08 0.82
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Figure 10. Median evolution as a function of look-back time of some galactic properties, for central galaxies. From top to bottom: B/T,
M200, jhalo and M∗. Model galaxies have been selected according to their stellar mass at redshift 0: M∗ ∈ [109.6−10.2] (solid blue lines),
[1010.2, 1010.8] (dashed violet lines) and [1010.8, 1011.5] M (dotted light blue lines). Different columns correspond to different values of
B/T . Vertical yellow lines are for reference.
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Figure 11. Evolution of the specific angular momentum of two representative galaxies with 1010.2 < M∗ < 1010.8 M and 0.5 <
B/T < 0.7. The left panels show the evolution of a central galaxy, while the right panels are for a satellite. The top panels show the
evolution of the specific angular momentum of the cold gas disk, while the bottom panels show that of the stellar disk. The colored
segments represent variations of the specific angular momentum, and are color coded according to the physical process causing them (see
legend). The thickness of each segment increases with the absolute magnitude of the mass variation resulting from each process. The
zoomed-in regions highlight recursive disk instability events.
to cooling (black lines in the top panel). The specific angu-
lar momentum of the cold gas is unaffected by star forma-
tion and stellar feedback (red and magenta lines), and only
slightly decreases due to recycling (orange lines). The angu-
lar momentum of the cold gas follows the variation of the
angular momentum of the parent halo: it starts decreasing
after tlookback ∼ 10 Gyr, increases again at tlookback ∼ 7 Gyr,
and then decreases again until tlookback ∼ 5 Gyr. The stellar
disk acquires the angular momentum of the cold gas through
star formation (bottom left panel). When j∗,disk decreases,
the disk contracts until it eventually becomes unstable. As
described in Sec. 2.2.3, during disk instability events, part
of the disk mass is transferred to the bulge to restore the
stability. Since we assume angular momentum is conserved,
this increases the specific angular momentum (and size) of
the disk. These events are shown as cyan lines in the bot-
tom left panel of Fig. 11. During subsequent star formation
episodes (see the zoom-in panel), the stellar disk mass in-
creases again, the cold gas decreases, and so does the spe-
cific angular momentum. This triggers a new disk instability
episode. The size of the galaxy therefore oscillates slightly,
due to a series of consecutive disk instability events.
In the case of the satellite galaxy (right panels), the
early evolution of the gaseous and stellar disks is similar to
that of the central galaxy. After accretion (the last time the
galaxy is a central - marked as a blue circle in the figure),
the angular momentum of the cold gaseous disk cannot be
affected by cooling, which is suppressed. The stellar disk fol-
lows the evolution of the cold gas due to star formation. Af-
ter accretion, star formation still occurs, but at increasingly
lower rates (thinner red segments), because gas is consumed
and not replenished via cooling. Also in this case, the insta-
bility criterion is eventually met, and the satellite undergoes
a disk instability episode. Similarly to the case of the central
galaxy examined above, the satellite enters a recursive cycle
of star formation and disk instability episodes. In this case,
the stellar disk specific angular momentum (and thus scale
radius) remains almost constant due to star formation, but
the newly formed stars trigger a new instability event. This
leads to an increase of the specific angular momentum of the
stellar disk. In satellites, jcold is not lowered by cooling, and
keeps growing due to recycling from the stellar disk. This
translates into higher j∗ also for stars formed from the cold
gas disk. This sequence of events stops only when the star
formation becomes negligible, because the cold gas is nearly
exhausted.
The two examples analyzed are representative of the
total population: statistically, disk instabilities affect only
slightly the size of central galaxies, while they generally lead
to a slight increase of the size of satellite galaxies.
5.3 Angular momentum and cold gas
We have shown earlier that there is a strong dependence of
the specific angular momentum–mass relation on the cold
gas fraction of model galaxies. In this section, we inves-
tigate in detail the origin of this dependence, by analyz-
ing the evolution of gas-rich and gas-poor central galaxies.
Also in this case we focus on central galaxies, but we find
consistent results for satellites. We show the median evo-
lution of some galaxy properties in Fig. 12, as we did in
Fig. 10. We divide our model galaxies in the same stellar
mass bins at z=0: low (M∗ ∈ [109.6 − 1010.2] M, solid),
intermediate (M∗ ∈ [1010.2 − 1010.8] M, dashed), and high
(M∗ ∈ [1010.8 − 1011.5] M, dotted lines). Results are qual-
itatively similar for different values of B/T , so we average
galaxies of different morphological types. For completeness,
we show the evolution for different bins in B/T in Ap-
pendix D. For each mass sample considered, we have selected
galaxies belonging to the extremes of the fcold distribution:
i.e. we consider galaxies with fcold smaller than the 16
th per-
centile of the distribution as gas-poor, and those with fcold
larger than the 84th percentile as gas-rich. Lines are color-
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coded according to the stellar mass bin and the cold gas
fraction, as indicated in the legend.
For all mass bins considered, gas-poor galaxies are
hosted by halos that form earlier than those of gas-rich
galaxies. The halos hosting gas-poor galaxies grow rapidly in
mass, and acquire most of their angular momentum during
this phase of rapid accretion. The accretion history of ha-
los hosting gas-poor galaxies translates into large amounts
of cold gas in these galaxies at early times, which triggers
significant early star formation. Most of the stellar mass of
gas-poor galaxies is formed between 9 and 11 Gyrs ago. At
this time, the specific angular momentum of the cold gas is
relatively low, like that of the parent dark matter haloes. In
contrast, gas-rich galaxies are hosted by halos that formed
more recently than those hosting gas-poor galaxies. These
halos accrete their mass more gradually, and their mass in-
creases down to very recent times. As a consequence, star
formation occurs over a longer interval of time, and the stel-
lar disk can acquire the higher specific angular momentum
of the halo at late times.
5.4 Dependence on physical prescriptions
In this section, we study the origin of the different size–
mass and specific angular momentum–mass relations for the
fiducial model X17MM and for its variants X17CA3 and
X17G11. In Fig. 13 and 14, we show the evolution of the
total stellar mass and of the stellar disk specific angular
momentum for ET (red) and LT (blue) galaxies, divided
using a B/T = 0.7 cut. Predictions from different models
are shown using different line styles (X17MM with solid,
X17CA3 with dashed, and X17G11 with dotted lines).
In the X17CA3 run, the gas cooling in the rapid mode
regime has an angular momentum three times larger than
in the X17MM run. As we have discussed earlier, this leads
to slightly larger sizes and angular momenta for low-mass
galaxies (M < 1010.2 M). When considering the evolu-
tion of X17CA3 galaxies (dashed lines in the figures), we see
that their specific angular momentum is higher than in the
X17MM model during the first 2-3 Gyrs, as expected. This,
however, does not imply a higher star formation rate, be-
cause a larger jcold translates into a larger disk radius and,
as a consequence, a lower gas surface density. As a result,
the stellar mass of galaxies in the X17CA3 run evolves as
in X17MM, although the specific angular momentum of the
stellar disk is much higher at early epochs (j∗ follows jcold
through star formation). After 2-3 Gyrs, cold accretion is no
longer the dominating accretion mode, and the specific an-
gular momentum of the cold gas converges to approximately
the same values found in the X17MM run.
For the X17G11 run, we found a lower final specific an-
gular momentum for LT galaxies and, as a consequence, a
lower normalization of the size–mass relation. In Fig. 13,
we find that X17G11 galaxies form the bulk of their stars at
earlier times compared to their counter-parts in the X17MM
run, for all the mass and morphology bins considered. The
feedback scheme adopted in the X17G11 run allows ejected
gas to be reaccreted earlier than in X17MM, resulting in
larger amounts of gas cooling onto the model galaxies in
the first 1-2 Gyrs. This translates into significant early
star formation. After the initial peak, star formation grad-
ually decreases, while in the fiducial model it remains al-
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Figure 12. Median evolution as a function of lookback time of
several galactic properties of model central galaxies in bins of
stellar mass (different line-styles), and cold gas fraction (differ-
ent colors). From top to bottom: B/T, M200, jhalo, M∗, Mcold
and j∗,disk. Galaxies have been selected according to their stellar
mass at redshift 0; gas poor/rich galaxies are selected as those
below/above the 16th/84th percentile of the distribution.
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Figure 13. Median evolution of the total stellar mass as a function of lookback time , for galaxies in different stellar mass bins (different
panels). Galaxies are classified as LT (blue) and ET (red) using a threshold at B/T = 0.7. Different linestyles correspond to different
models: solid for the X17MM model, dashed for X17CA3, and dotted for X17G11.
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Figure 14. As in Fig. 13, but this time showing the median evolution of the stellar disk specific angular momentum as a function of
lookback time.
most constant down to the present day. This is because in
the X17MM run, ejected gas is reaccreted more gradually.
Therefore, most of the stars in the disk of X17G11 galaxies
form from gas with lower specific angular momentum than in
the X17MM run, explaining the systematic offsets we find for
sizes and angular momenta of model LT galaxies. In Sec. 3.3,
we have shown that ET galaxies in the X17G11 run have,
on average, larger sizes than those of the same mass in the
X17MM run. This is contrary to what one would expect
considering the evolution of the specific angular momentum
just discussed. For ET galaxies, however, one has to consider
also the different merger and disk instability histories in the
two runs. We find that in the X17G11 run, the star forma-
tion peak occurs earlier than for X17MM, and this tends to
decrease the occurrence of later disk instability episodes. As
a consequence, more bulges in the X17G11 run are formed
mainly during mergers with respect to X17MM, which leads
to an average bulge size in the X17G11 run larger than in
X17MM. When evaluating the specific angular momentum
of ET galaxies in the X17G11 model, the larger bulge sizes
affect the integration, because, at fixed mass, the bulge pro-
file is flatter. This enhances the importance of rotational ve-
locity at large radii in the calculation of j∗. The rotational
velocity increases with radius, and the integrated final spe-
cific angular momentum is thus higher than in the X17MM
model.
6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have analyzed the structural and dynamical
properties of galaxies in the framework of a state-of-the-art
semi-analytic model. In particular, we have used the lat-
est version of the GAlaxy Evolution and Assembly (GAEA
Hirschmann et al. 2016) model. This includes a sophisti-
cated treatment for the non-instantaneous recycling of gas,
metals, and energy (De Lucia et al. 2014), and a new stel-
lar feedback scheme partly based on results from hydrody-
namical simulations (Hirschmann et al. 2016). The model
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we have used also includes a treatment for the atomic to
molecular gas transition based on the Blitz & Rosolowsky
(2006) empirical relation, and a molecular hydrogen based
star formation law (Xie et al. 2017). Furthermore, our model
includes prescriptions to follow the angular momentum ex-
changes among galactic components, and evaluates disk sizes
from specific angular momenta, as in Guo et al. (2011). In
the following subsections, we discuss our results focusing on:
(i) comparison between model predictions and the observed
size–mass and angular momentum–mass relations; (ii) rele-
vance of disk instability and limits of our modeling approach;
and (iii) dependence on different physical prescriptions.
6.1 Size and specific angular momentum
Our galaxy formation model traces explicitly the exchanges
of specific angular momentum between different galactic
components, and this information is used to evaluate the
disk scale radius. Therefore, the size–mass and the angular
momentum–mass relation of model disk galaxies are strictly
related to each other. For bulge dominated galaxies, whose
sizes are estimated using energy conservation arguments and
for which the contribution from disk instability can be im-
portant, the correlation between size and angular momen-
tum is less trivial, also due to the approximations necessary
to estimate the latter quantity (see Appendix B).
Previous studies focused on the size–mass relation at
relatively high masses (M∗ > 1010 M), and highlighted
the necessity of a specific treatment for gas dissipation dur-
ing mergers to obtain realistic bulge sizes (Shankar et al.
2013; Tonini et al. 2016). In our study, we have extended
the comparison with observational results down to stellar
masses of ∼ 109 M. For late type galaxies, our predicted
size–mass relation is in fairly good agreement with recent
observational estimates. In agreement with previous studies,
we find that dissipation during mergers is necessary to cor-
rectly reproduce the size of early type galaxies, especially
at low stellar masses (M∗ < 1010 M). In our model, we
find that dissipation must be limited to major mergers, oth-
erwise the predicted bulge sizes are too small compared to
observational measurements. This assumption is reasonable
since the prescriptions we have used are based on binary
merger simulations, with relatively large mass ratios. These
simulations show that the effect of dissipation is more rel-
evant in major mergers between spiral galaxies, and influ-
ences only slightly minor mergers between spiral galaxies
(see Porter et al. 2014, and their Table 1, for a summary of
their results). Our results are also in agreement with those
by Shankar et al. (2013), who applied the same treatment for
dissipation, only during major mergers, to the semi-analytic
model by Guo et al. (2011).
In the framework of our model, the specific criteria used
to select late and early type galaxies affect significantly the
predicted size–mass relation, which appears to be in contrast
with observational findings. Specifically, we find that using a
selection based on the bulge-to-total mass ratio (B/T) leads
to two well separated relations for late and early type galax-
ies, and to a reasonable agreement with observational mea-
surements. In contrast, when selecting galaxies on the basis
of their specific star formation rate (sSFR), model early type
galaxies are offset high with respect to data, and their size–
mass relation does not differ significantly from that obtained
for active model galaxies. If we consider only central galax-
ies, the size–mass relation predicted adopting a sSFR selec-
tion for early type galaxies is in agreement with results based
on a B/T selection. The treatment of satellites in our model
is rather simple: after the accretion, the hot gas reservoir is
instantaneously stripped and assigned to the central halo,
suppressing cold gas refueling through cooling. This treat-
ment suppresses the star formation in satellite galaxies, but
does not affect their morphology and size. Our model does
not include a treatment for physical processes such as tidal
interactions, which can effectively remove material from the
galaxy outskirts. The introduction of these processes could
reduce the sizes of satellite galaxies and even affect their
morphology.
Our model predictions for the specific angular momen-
tum versus mass relation agree fairly well with observational
measurements in terms of slope, but are offset low with re-
spect to data both for early and late type galaxies. For bulge
dominated galaxies, this offset can be partially explained by
the fact that we assume our model bulges do not rotate.
For late type galaxies this could be explained, at least in
part, by selection biases towards gas-rich galaxies. In fact,
we find a relatively strong correlation between the specific
angular momentum and the gas fraction. This correlation is
a by-product of halo and galaxy evolution: gas poor galaxies
form most of their stars at high redshift where the angular
momentum of the parent halo is low, while gas rich galaxies
tend to form stars over a longer time-scale allowing larger
values of angular momentum. We found a similar correlation
in Zoldan et al. (2017), where we have shown that the neutral
atomic hydrogen content of our model galaxies is correlated
with the halo spin parameter. These results highlight how
the halo evolution influences at the same time the specific
angular momentum and cold gas evolution. Future surveys,
with a higher completeness and better controlled selection,
will provide us with more robust estimates of the specific
angular momentum versus mass relations. These results will
allow us to identify the origin of the discrepancies discussed
above.
The success of our model in reproducing the specific
angular momenta of galaxies is rather impressive, given the
intrinsic limitations of the semi-analytic approach in treating
spatially resolved quantities. The same subject has been ad-
dressed in the framework of only a few other models. Lagos
et al. (2015) analyzed the misalignment between the specific
angular momenta of the cold gas, of the stellar disks, and of
the DM halo. In their work, they used a modelling for angu-
lar momentum exchanges similar to ours, but added a spe-
cific post-processing treatment for spin flips during galaxy
mergers/accretions. They did not compare, however, the am-
plitude of the predicted specific angular momenta with ob-
servational estimates. Stevens et al. (2016) used a more so-
phisticated modelling for the evolution of the disk specific
angular momentum. Specifically, they divided the galactic
disk in annuli of different specific angular momentum, and
evolved them according to physical processes applied to the
individual annuli. Their predicted j∗,disk–M∗ relation for spi-
ral galaxies agrees well with observational measurements by
Fall & Romanowsky (2013) and Obreschkow & Glazebrook
(2014). They found that the normalization of the relation
is strongly affected by disk instabilities: the specific angular
momentum decreases when disk instability is turned off. Our
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disk instability treatment appears to have a similar effect on
j∗,disk, but its influence on the evolution of LT galaxies is
overall less important. Stevens et al. (2016) did not model
the specific angular momenta of galaxies with B/T > 0.3 so
that their results cannot be directly compared to ours.
Our comparison with observational data has been lim-
ited to the local Universe. We plan to extend this compari-
son to higher redshift in future work. We note, however, that
the strong correlation between the specific angular momen-
tum of the stellar disk with that of the DM halo suggests
an evolution similar to that observed, at least for late type
galaxies.
6.2 Disk instability and bulge size
In our model, central bulge-dominated galaxies have un-
realistically small sizes in the stellar mass range 1010 −
1010.8 M. This is not the case when considering the entire
early-type galaxy population (i.e. including satellite galax-
ies), and is due to different contributions and sizes of bulges
that form predominantly through disk instability or merg-
ers. Specifically, we find that most of the intermediate bulges
(0.5 < B/T < 0.7) form mainly through disk instabilities,
while the largest ones (B/T > 0.7) form mainly through
(major) mergers. The sizes of our model bulges formed
through mergers are in nice agreement with observational
estimates (with a relatively small under-estimation with re-
spect to observational data at large stellar masses), while
disk instabilities produce systematically smaller bulges, es-
pecially for central galaxies. We find that disk instability
events are typically associated with haloes that suffer, at
some point of their life-time, a decrease of specific angular
momentum. As the hot gas is assumed to have the same
specific angular momentum as the dark matter halo, cooling
transfers this loss of specific angular momentum to the cold
gas disk, and star formation transfers it to the stellar disk.
This eventually triggers recursive events of disk instability.
In our satellite galaxies, disk instabilities tend to result in
a net increase of stellar disk sizes, because cooling is sup-
pressed after accretion. For central galaxies, the size of the
stellar disk component oscillates slightly but is not signifi-
cantly different from the value it had before the instability
episodes.
The unrealistic sizes obtained for bulges formed through
disk instability highlight the need to revise the prescriptions
adopted for this particular physical process. The instability
criterion we currently use is based on old two-dimensional
N-body simulations of a purely stellar disk in a rigid halo
(Efstathiou et al. 1982). Although widely adopted in the
semi-analytic framework, this criterion is not consistent with
results from more recent N-body simulations (Athanassoula
2008, and references therein). At present, however, no alter-
native prescription is available.
The bulge size estimation during disk instabilities
should also be revised. Secular processes are believed to give
origin to thick, disk-like, rotating ‘pseudo-bulges’. These dif-
fer from classical, merger originated bulges in their dynami-
cal properties and in their stellar population (see Kormendy
& Kennicutt 2004, for a review). The scale length of classi-
cal and pseudo-bulges are, however, comparable (Fisher &
Drory 2008; Gadotti 2009), contrary to predictions from our
model. Recently, Tonini et al. (2016) considered an explicit
division between classical and pseudo bulges in their semi-
analytic model, assuming disk-like structural properties for
pseudo-bulges. In their model, pseudo-bulges have masses
similar to those of classical bulges, but are concentrated in
the MB ∈ [1010, 1011] M range. In general, their pseudo-
bulges have small half-mass radii (up to 5 kpc), while clas-
sical bulges are larger (up to 20 kpc). In our model, disk in-
stability bulges are much smaller than 1 kpc. Assuming that
stars in disk instability bulges are distributed according to
an exponential profile, we obtain half-mass radii larger than
those represented in Fig. 3 of about ∼ 0.5 dex. A consistent
treatment of a two components bulge would allow the forma-
tion of larger bulges, because the larger radii of disk instabil-
ity bulges would enter the energy equation during mergers.
Furthermore, a rotating pseudo-bulge would allow for an ex-
plicit treatment of fast and slow rotators, and model results
could be consistently compared with results from recent in-
tegral field spectroscopic surveys, as ATLAS3D and SAMI.
Similar studies have been carried out in the framework of
semi-analytic models, but without an explicit analysis of the
specific angular momentum of fast and slow rotators (see e.g.
Khochfar et al. 2011). We postpone a self-consistent imple-
mentation of a two-bulge model to a future work.
6.3 Dependence on physical modeling: stellar
feedback and cooling
Our analysis confirms that the dynamical properties of
galaxies depend strongly on the galaxy star formation and
assembly history. We have tested the relative importance
of specific prescriptions regulating the baryon cycle. Specif-
ically, we have considered an alternative stellar feedback
scheme, and the influence of a higher specific angular mo-
mentum for gas cooling in rapid mode.
In the alternative feedback scheme considered, the
ejected gas is re-accreted earlier than in our fiducial model.
This causes the bulk of star formation to occur earlier than
in our reference model. Since the halo angular momentum
is generally lower at higher redshift, the alternative scheme
translates into a lower specific angular momentum. Several
studies based on hydrodynamic simulations have highlighted
that strong stellar feedback at early times leads to high fi-
nal specific angular momentum of the stellar disk (U¨bler
et al. 2014; Hirschmann et al. 2013). In these simulations,
the gas ejected through stellar winds is accelerated and re-
accreted with angular momentum higher than it had when
it was ejected. Our model does not include such a sophisti-
cated treatment for ejected gas. Simply, the reaccreted gas
has the same specific angular momentum of the dark matter
halo at the time of gas re-accretion. This means that the
re-accreted gas has indeed an angular momentum typically
larger than at the time of ejection. Our results confirm the
fundamental role of stellar feedback in determining the dy-
namical properties of galaxies, by regulating the time when
most of the stars are formed (and therefore most of the an-
gular momentum is acquired).
We have also analyzed the influence of a higher spe-
cific angular momentum for gas cooled in the rapid cooling
regime. This was motivated by results from recent hydrody-
namic simulations (Stewart et al. 2011; Pichon et al. 2011;
Danovich et al. 2015), that have highlighted that this gas can
have angular momentum from 2 to 4 times larger than that
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of the parent dark matter halo halo. Including this modifica-
tion in our model, the star formation history of model galax-
ies is not significantly affected. We find that small galaxies
are those mostly affected, with slightly larger sizes and angu-
lar momenta than those in our reference model. Therefore,
we expect this physical process to be important at higher
redshift, where a larger fraction of the population is domi-
nated by the cold accretion mode.
6.4 Summary
We have shown that results from our GAlaxy Evolution and
Assembly (GAEA) model, modified to include a treatment
for gas dissipation during major mergers, are in quite nice
agreement with the observed size–mass and specific angu-
lar momentum–mass relation observed in the local Universe.
The main conclusions of our work can be summarized as fol-
lows:
• The predicted size–mass and specific angular
momentum–mass relations are in fairly good agree-
ment with observational measurements when late and early
type galaxies are selected using a cut in bulge-to-total
(B/T) stellar mass. A late/early type selection based on the
specific star formation rate (sSFR) would instead include,
in our model, too many quenched disky satellite galaxies,
leading to a too high normalization of the size–mass relation
for early type galaxies.
• The sizes of our model bulges are strongly affected by
their dominant formation channel. Bulges formed mainly
through disk instabilities have unrealistically small sizes.
This affects, in particular, central galaxies with 0.5 < B/T <
0.7 and M∗ ∈ [1010; 1010.8] M. We have discussed how an
explicit treatment for a two-bulge component could lead to
a better agreement with data.
• The stellar specific angular momentum of a galaxy is
strongly correlated with its cold gas fraction. This correla-
tion originates naturally from the galaxy accretion history:
in gas-poor galaxies today, most of the stars are formed at
early times when the halo angular momentum is low. In con-
trast, gas-rich galaxies form their stars over a more extended
time-scale, which allows larger angular momentum to be in-
corporated in the stellar component of galaxies.
• The adopted stellar feedback scheme can affect signifi-
cantly the galaxy star formation history, and therefore the
predicted angular momenta and sizes of model galaxies. A
shift to higher (lower) redshift of the peak of star forma-
tion leads to a lower (higher) normalization of the angu-
lar momentum/size–mass relation for late time galaxies. For
early-type galaxies, the shift might be less important or even
go in the opposite direction, in our model, due to a different
contribution from the disk instability channel.
• A different initial specific angular momentum of cold
gas accreted through rapid cooling regime influences the
sized and angular momenum of small galaxies today, and
is expected to have an important impact at higher redshift
where a larger fraction of the galaxy population is dominated
by this accretion mode.
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APPENDIX A: MASS AND VELOCITY
PROFILES
We assume that the stellar and gaseous disks are described
by exponential surface density profiles:
Σdisk(r) = Σ0e
− r
Rdisk (A1)
where Rdisk is the scale radius, and Σ0 = M∗,disk/(2piR2disk)
the central surface density. For the bulge, we assume a stellar
distribution that follows a Jaffe profile (Jaffe 1983):
ρ(r) =
MB
4piR3B
(
r
RB
)−2(
1 +
r
RB
)−2
(A2)
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where RB is the scale radius, and MB is the mass of the
bulge. The half-mass radii (R1/2) of model galaxies are ob-
tained projecting the stellar mass profiles in Eq.s A1 and
A2 assuming galaxies are seen face on, and calculating the
radius that encloses half of the projected mass.
To estimate the galaxy specific angular momentum, we
assume that the bulge is dispersion supported (vbulge(~r) =
0), and that the stellar disk is symmetric and supported by
rotation:
vdiskrot (r) =
√
GM(< r)
r
, (A3)
where G is the gravitational constant, and M(< r) is the to-
tal mass enclosed within r. It includes the stars in the disk
and in the bulge, the gas in the disk, and the corresponding
fraction of the parent dark matter halo. For the latter com-
ponent, we assume a Navarro-Frenk-White profile (Navarro
et al. 1996):
ρ(r) =
ρ0
r
RDM
(
1 + r
RDM
)2 , (A4)
where ρ0 and RDM are a density parameter and the scale
radius of the halo. Both can be estimated using the con-
centration parameter of the halo, which we calculate using
the correlation between M200 and concentration published
in Neto et al. (2007). This relation has a large scatter, but
we checked that our results are not significantly affected by
this using the extremes of the distribution, instead of the me-
dian. The virial radius is directly proportional to the scale
radius: R200 = cRDM, while the density parameter ρ0 can
be obtained integrating Eq. A4 to R200 and forcing it to
be equal to M200. The latter quantity is measured directly
from the simulations for all haloes hosting central galaxies,
while for satellites it corresponds to the particle mass times
the number of bound particles in the parent subhalo. R200
is calculated from M200, given the redshift of the halo.
APPENDIX B: SPECIFIC ANGULAR
MOMENTUM ESTIMATES
For a comparison with observational measurements of the
specific angular momentum, we consider different estimates
for our model galaxies. We refer to the cartoons in Fig. 6,
to help the reader in visualizing the description below.
The first estimate we consider is based on a three di-
mensional (3D) model of the galaxy (see the top panel of
Fig. 6). Using the 3D mass and velocity distributions for
each galaxy, we calculate the specific angular momentum
within the radius R, by integrating the velocity and mass
profiles over all radii r < R. The specific angular momen-
tum of the disk, obtained integrating on the plane of the
disk, is:
j3Ddisk(R) =
∫ R
0
r vdiskrot (r) Σdisk(r) r dr∫ R
0
Σdisk(r) r dr
(B1)
If we include the bulge, for which we assume vbulge(r) = 0,
we obtain:
j3Dtot (R) =
∫ R
0
r vdiskrot (r) Σdisk(r)r dr∫ R
0
Σdisk(r)r dr +
∫ R
0
ρbulge(r)4pir2dr
(B2)
where the integration for the bulge is carried out in 3D space.
In observations, the 3D information is not available: the
galaxy is projected on the sky (2D), with a random inclina-
tion, and the velocity information is typically available only
along the line of sight (l.o.s.). In addition, it is difficult to
separate the contributions from the bulge and the disk. We
mimic this situation assuming all model galaxies are edge-on
(see the bottom panel of Fig. 6). In the 2D projection, we
adopt a cartesian coordinate system centered at the galac-
tic center, and aligned with the disk plane (r coordinate)
and the disk rotation axis (z coordinate). In this way, the
l.o.s. velocity measured along the disk, at a projected dis-
tance r from the center, is exactly the rotational velocity
at the 3D distance r3D = r: vlos(r) = v
disk
rot (r). We project
the stellar profiles of the stellar disk and of the bulge on the
edge-on plane, and sum them into a single stellar compo-
nent: Σ∗(r, z) = Σ
edge−on
disk (r, z)+Σbulge(r, z). We also assume
hdisk = Rdisk/7.3 (Kregel et al. 2002), and:
vlos(r, z) =
{
vdiskrot (r) if z < hdisk
0 if z > hdisk
In this way, the bulge fraction contained in a cylinder of
height hdisk cannot be disentangled from the projected disk
and, in the integration, it is assumed to rotate with the
disk. We assume there is no rotation outside the cylinder.
The specific angular momentum calculated along a slit of
the same height of the disk hslit = hdisk is:
j2Dslit(R) =
∫ R
0
∫ hslit
0
r vlos(r, z) Σ∗(r, z) dr dz∫ R
0
∫ hslit
0
Σ∗(r, z) dr dz
(B3)
Including also the bulge component outside the slit:
j2Dtot (R) =
∫ R
0
∫ R
0
r vlos(r, z) Σ∗(r, z) dr dz∫ R
0
∫ R
0
Σ∗(r, z) dr dz
(B4)
These estimates mimic the integrations performed for ob-
served projected galaxies, with j2Dtot similar to an integration
on circular or elliptical concentric annuli, and j2Dslit similar to
an integration along the major axis. In the case of LT galax-
ies, a precise estimate of the galaxy inclination is usually
possible, and the integration is performed using de-projected
quantities. In the case of ET galaxies or spheroids, this is
more difficult, as the precise measure of their rotational ve-
locity. In this case a rough estimate of j∗ is given by the
projected integration.
Romanowsky & Fall (2012) found that the total specific
angular momentum is well approximated, after de-projection
for inclination, by an empirical formula that depends on the
effective radius, the velocity measured at two effective radii,
and a factor kn that depends on the Se´rsic index. In the case
of a disk+bulge galaxy, they sum the contributions from the
disk and the bulge, weighting them for the corresponding
light (mass) fraction, D/T and B/T :
jD+B = knDvdisk(2R
e
D)R
e
D
D
T
+knBvbulge(2R
e
B)R
e
B
B
T
(B5)
In the above equation, nx and R
e
x are the Se´rsic index and
the effective radius of the disk (x = D), or of the bulge
(x = B). The disk velocity vdisk(2R
e
D) is measured from the
ionized gas of the disk, while the bulge rotational velocity
vbulge(2R
e
B) is estimated from its relation with the ellipticity
MNRAS 000, 1–26 (2017)
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 and central velocity dispersion σ0, through:
vbulge =
( v
σ
)∗
σ0
(

1− 
)1/2
(B6)
(v/σ)∗ ∼ 0.7 is a parameter describing the relative dynam-
ical importance of rotation and pressure, and a value equal
to one corresponds to that of an oblate isotropic system
viewed edge-on (Kormendy & Illingworth 1982). The value
of 0.7 was chosen following the work by Romanowsky & Fall
(2012).
We assume all model galaxies are composed of a
disk+bulge, with a disk Se´rsic index nD = 1 (k1 = 1.19),
vbulge = 0, and  = 0. Thus the second part of Eq. B5 is
always zero and:
jRF = k1 v
disk
rot (2R
e
D) R
e
D
D
T
(B7)
The assumption of perfectly spherical, dispersion dom-
inated bulges is very strong. We evaluate its impact by as-
suming, alternatively, that all bulges have a Se´rsic index
nB = 4 (k4 = 2.29), an ellipticity  = 0.2 (this is the median
ellipticity of the elliptical/lenticular SDSS galaxies as found
in Hao et al. 2006), and a velocity dispersion evaluated using
the virial theorem: σ0 =
√
G(MB + δMdisk)/(2RB). In the
last equation, δMdisk is the fraction of the disk that influ-
ences the bulge dynamics, which we assume to be the disk
inside RB (higher values do not affect significantly model
results). Eq. B5 then can be written as:
jRF=0.2 = k1v
disk
rot (2R
e
D)R
e
D
D
T
+k40.35
√
G(MB + δMdisk)
2RB
ReB
B
T
(B8)
The different estimates computed can also be compared
to the standard output of our model (jSAMdisk ), weighted for
the bulge contribution: jSAMtot = j
SAM
disk (1−B/T ).
Fig. B1 shows the median j2Dslit–M∗ relation evaluated
at 1, 2 and 3 R1/2. The difference between 2R1/2 and 3R1/2
is much smaller than that between 2R1/2 and 1R1/2. In
the paper, we show j∗ integrated out to a radius similar
to that of the observational samples considered. When ob-
servations extrapolate to the total j∗, we use j∗ integrated
out to 7R1/2, assuming its value has converged to the to-
tal value. In the comparison between different runs of the
model, we use the specific angular momentum correspond-
ing to 2R1/2, a distance that provides a good compromise
between convergence and typical observational limits.
Fig. B2 shows the median j–M∗ relation predicted for
LT (blue) and ET (red) galaxies from the X17MM model.
We only consider a selection assuming a B/T = 0.5 cut
here, but we have verified that results are qualitatively simi-
lar for alternative selections. Different line styles correspond
to the different estimates introduced earlier, as indicated in
the legend. All relations obtained for LT galaxies, based on
different estimates of j∗, are above the ET relations. The
estimates jRF and jRF=0.2 give almost identical relations for
LT galaxies, and correspond to the highest normalization of
the j∗–M∗ relation for these galaxies. This is expected, be-
cause the influence of bulges in eq.s B7 and B8 for galaxies
with B/T < 0.5 is negligible. The relation assuming the di-
rect model output, jSAMtot , is only slightly below that based
on the empirical formula proposed by Romanowsky & Fall
(2012). The relation based on the 3D estimate, j3Dtot , is par-
allel to these but is offset low by ∼ 0.2 dex. Both the 2D
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Figure B1. The j2Dslit–M∗ relation for LT and ET galaxies (blue
and red), selected by their morphology (B/T = 0.5), from the
X17MM model. The j2Dslit(r) is evaluated considering projected
profiles at different radii: r = 1, 2, 3 R1/2.
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Figure B2. The median j–M∗ relation for LT and ET galaxies
(blue and red) selected by their morphology (B/T = 0.5). All
j∗ estimates are evaluated at 2R1/2. Different lines and symbols
represent different estimates for the specific angular momentum,
as detailed in the text and as indicated in the legend.
estimates j2Dslit and j
2D
tot lie on the same relation, shifted 0.2
dex below that based on the 3D estimate. This is not sur-
prising, because LT galaxies have a small bulge, and a large
fraction of it is contained in the slit. The difference with
respect to the 3D estimate is due to the projection of the
disk mass: most of the disk mass, residing at the center, has
a lower velocity than in the de-projected case. We expect
that for inclinations lower than edge-on this relation moves
up towards the 3D relation. This argument is valid only for
LT galaxies for which the bulges, whose projected distribu-
tion is spherical and does not depend on inclination, do not
dominate the central stellar mass distribution.
While different estimates of j∗ for LT galaxies corre-
spond to parallel relations with relatively small shifts, es-
timates obtained for ET galaxies cover a much larger re-
gion of the j∗–M∗ plane. As for LT galaxies, the highest
normalizations are obtained for the empirical estimates by
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Romanowsky & Fall (2012), jRF=0.2 and j
RF . The j∗–M∗ re-
lation based on the estimate that includes rotation in bulges,
jRF=0.2, lies very close to the relation obtained for LT galaxies
employing the 2D estimates, with a slightly steeper slope.
Romanowsky & Fall (2012) derived the formulae for jRF
and jRF=0.2 to describe disk+bulge galaxies. They analyzed
j∗ of a small sub-sample of elliptical galaxies using alterna-
tive measurements, finding little convergence. Nevertheless,
they used the formula to estimate j∗ for their total sample.
Therefore, the relation we show for ET galaxies should be
intended as a rough estimate of our expectations for a re-
alistic population of rotating bulges, with the caveat that
the validity of the formula used has not been assessed for
B/T > 0.5. As expected, the jRF=0.2 estimate is larger than
that obtained assuming  = 0 (jRF ). The latter does not
include a bulge velocity component, and the calculation de-
pends only on the disk size and its velocity. The dependence
on the disk size is important, because measuring the disk
radius in a bulge dominated galaxy is not easy. In fact, us-
ing the effective radius of the galaxy in the jRF estimations,
instead of the disk effective radius, lowers the relation at in-
termediate masses to the same position of the relation based
on the j2Dtot estimate (for M∗ < 10
10.7 M). The relation ob-
tained considering the direct model output for ET galaxies,
jSAMtot , is close to that obtained using j
RF . The specific angu-
lar momentum increases with increasing stellar mass up to
M∗ ∼ 1010.7 M; for larger stellar masses, the median value
of jSAMtot first flattens and then decreases. The relation assum-
ing the 2D circular estimate, j2Dtot , is parallel to that obtained
using j2Dslit , but is shifted up by 0.3-0.4 dex. We tested the
influence of the slit height hslit on the predicted j∗–M∗ re-
lation, finding that a smaller hslit would shift j
2D
slit upwards,
and j2Dtot downwards. For a slit with height of ∼ 0.1hslit, the
shift of the relation using j2Dslit is of 0.1 dex, while that of the
relation based on j2Dtot is of 0.2 dex - a modest effect. The
relation corresponding to the 3D estimate, j3Dtot , is well be-
low the other relations, because it does not mix bulge stars
within the rotating disk, as happens in the projected esti-
mates.
APPENDIX C: COMPARISON OF THE DISK
SPECIFIC ANGULAR MOMENTUM TO
OBSERVATIONS
We compare the specific angular momenta of our model disks
to the observational data by Posti et al. (2018), based on
the SPARC galaxy sample (Lelli et al. 2016). These galax-
ies have a well studied rotational velocity profile, estimated
from the HI. The specific angular momentum profile is in-
tegrated out to large radii (around ∼ 5Rdisk most of the
velocity profiles are found to converge). Since the sample is
composed of gas rich spirals, we estimate the HI fraction in
both observations and model galaxies, and estimate the in-
fluence of different selections on the final jdisk–M∗ median
relation.
Fig. C1 shows the median jdisk–M∗ relation (solid blue
line) we obtain for galaxies selected using B/T < 0.5 (top
left panel), and an additional threshold constraint for the HI
fraction fHI = MHI/(M∗ +MHI) (other panels, as indicated
in the captions). The model median relation corresponds
to the 3D specific angular momentum of the stellar disks,
evaluated out to 2 scale radii. Squares represent the obser-
vational data by Posti et al. (2018), color-coded according
to their fHI. Observational data show a clear correlation be-
tween HI gas fraction and jdisk, with HI-rich galaxies having
a higher specific angular momentum than gas-poor galax-
ies at fixed stellar mass. Furthermore, the HI gas fraction
correlates with stellar mass, with higher stellar masses cor-
responding to lower average HI fractions. The model pre-
dicted median relation shifts upwards, particularly at the
high mass end, when imposing a threshold on the cold gas
fraction. When using a cut that is similar to that of the ob-
servational sample, model predictions agree relatively well
with data.
We also integrated jdisk out to 6 disk scale radii, as-
suming this length as sufficient for convergence. Results are
shown in figure C2. The median relation is shifted upwards
by 0.2 dex for all the selections. This does not affect signifi-
cantly our conclusions.
APPENDIX D: MORPHOLOGY AND COLD
GAS CONTENT
Fig. D1 is similar to Fig. 12, but considering a further bin-
ning of model galaxies according to their B/T (different
columns). In Sec. 5.3, we have shown that the higher spe-
cific angular momentum of gas-rich galaxies, with respect
to gas poor ones, is due to a larger contribution from re-
cent star formation. This, in turn, is due to the different
accretion histories of their hosting haloes. When consider-
ing galaxies divided in bins of B/T , we find an evolution
similar to that found for the entire population. The figure
shows that gas-poor ET galaxies, at redshift zero, contain
less gas than LT galaxies. In addition, the bulges of gas-
poor galaxies form on average 2-3 Gyrs earlier than those of
gas-rich galaxies. This is a selection effect, due to the fact
that galaxies with higher star formation rates can regrow a
disk more efficiently. As star formation correlates with the
gas content, the star formation rates are larger in gas rich
galaxies, that can quickly regrow a significant disk compo-
nent. A certain B/T threshold selects gas-poor ET galaxies
that formed their bulge earlier than gas-rich galaxies. This is
because the latter, in the meanwhile, have already regrown
their disks.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure C1. The jdisk–M∗ relation predicted for LT galaxies (blue solid lines) from the X17MM run. The jdisk value is integrated out
to 2 disk scale radii. Different panels show different LT selections. Shaded areas show the region between the 16th and 84th percentiles
of the distribution. Symbols correspond to the observational measurements by Posti et al. (2018), colour-coded according to their fHI.
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Figure C2. As in Fig. C1, but integrating the model specific angular momentum out to 6 disk scale radii.
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Figure D1. Median evolution as a function of lookback time of several galactic properties. From top to bottom: B/T, M200, jhalo, M∗,
Mcold, SFR, and stellar disk specific angular momentum. Model galaxies have been selected according to their stellar mass at redshift
0, as indicated in the legend. A further binning is made as a function of the cold gas fraction fcold, with gas-rich (indigo, purple and
pink) and gas-poor galaxies (chocolate, orange and gold) selected as those above or below the upper or lower 16th percentile of the
distributions, respectively. Different colors are used for galaxies of different stellar mass, as indicated in the legend.
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